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i.0 INTRODUCTICN AND SUMMARY:
I.I Background:
Long term space storage of cryogenic fluids_ particularly hydrogen_
necessitates the development of high quality insulation systems. Linde Division
of Union Carbide Corporation has developed such a concept consisting of alternatelayers of radiation shields and fibrous spacE=rsmaintained in a high vacuum
environment for commercial applications and has utilized such systems in commercial
containers. In order to develop the means of applying this technol_gy to aerospacetankage and to train NASA personnel in the techniques involved_ Lind- entered
into Contract NAS 8-11740 with NASA Marshall Space Flight Center.
I In a typical commercial application the required vacuum environment is
maintained within a rigid metal vacuum casing. This prevents air in-leakage so
i that vacuum can be maintained for periods up to ten years_ and also prevents anycompression of the insulation materials. For flight applications_ however_
weight considerations preclude the use of a heavy casing so that a light weight
flexible jacket is preferred. This approach allows a bearing pressure of one
I atmosphere on the insulation system during the relatively short ground hold
period_ but when this pressure is removed during space flight_ the insulation
system thermal performance will approach the ideal for these Super Insulation
systems. Thus_ a of good ground hold condition with near optimum
combination
space performance is effected without the evacuation problem attached to purged
i systems.
Prior to embarking on this program_ the compressed _e_ulation concept
had been tested oK several occasions. These included in-house funded efforts
I by as as contracts NAS 3-2165 and NAS 8-11041 under NASA funding.
Linde well
While most of these programs did not provide sufficient data for thorough
j analysis of the insulation performance _n space because of high extraneous heat
I sources poor vacuum several conclusions could be reached. Most importantly_
of
the in-space performance appeared to be very attractive if the problem of
i maintaining vacuum without undue restriction of the insulation recovery could be• solved. It was also apparent that some application concepts which were applicable
to commercial tankage would not apply for cases where the insulation would be
I compressed for long periods of time.|
The current program's purpose was to develop the necessary technology
I to utilize existing materials for Super Insulated space tankage, to train NASApersonnel in the manufacturing techniques involved and to demonstrate the ground
hold and space flight performance of such a system applied to a NASA provided
i !05-inch diameter tank.
This Final Report fo_ Contract NA$ 8-11740 describes the development
work performed in conjunct,on with this program as well as performance data
I previously by in-house funded development programs. The
determined Linde in
application techniques employed and the test results utilizing a 105 inch diameter
tank are describe4.
,|
iU
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1.2 RESULTS
As condueted_ this program can be divided into several phases: de-
velopment test_ design_ application and test of the 105-inch diameter test tank.
The more important results are presented here wi=h detailv in the sections which
follow.
After surveying several available candidate flexible laminate
materials for the vacuum jacket over the insulation_ a laminate of i mil Mylar -
i 0.8 mil lead - I mil Mylar was found to be satisfactory. It was shown thatthis material both as received and after severe flexing demonstrated a helium
gas permeability of less than 5 x 10"10ft3 ct2 atmos, consistently. This was
considered acceptable for the evacuated insulation system ae well as for a gas
purged insulation.
It was also found that thi:_jacket laminate is readily formed into
curved geometries (such as hemispheres for bulkhead jackets) by evacuating into
a female die. The bulkhead jackets for the 105-inch diameter test tank were
formed in this manner.
Schjeldahl GT-200 liquid adhesive was found to be satisfactory for
joining with a heat sealer where the joint would _ever be subjected to cryogenic
temperatures. It was also useful for patching damaged area_ of the jacket.DuPont Adiprene L-IO0 adhesive was found-to be satisfactory for a_aking joints
between the jacket material and the tank wall subjected to cry<)gcnic temperatures.
This feature was necessary for the original design of the i05-._c_ diameter testtank_ although the "cold joint" _ eliminated in the system fi_t_lly tested.
Armstrong A-12 adhesive was £out._useful for repairing minute w_c_i_a leaks.
Previous data were surveyed and tests were con_uc_=,:i_o determine
the vacuum conductance and outga_s%n$ characteristics of the 2_?er Insulation
I system material. Preprocessing by h_ating at 300°F for 30 _o_ is recommended
for the materials prior to application, The completed in_li_:ion system should
be heated to 20G°F during evacuation to h_teu outga_si_g _d to reactivate the
I Molecular Sieve. An evacuatian time of less tha_tf_fty _rz t_ I00 microns Fig
were predicted for the 105-inch tank provided the _ater_als were outgassed and
no leaks were present. Actual experience bore out this prediction after vacuum
I leaks had been repaired. It was found advisable to p_rforate the radiationshields under _he vacuum gauge and evacuation ports. Several methods of per-
forating were investigated.
Analysis indicated that the insulation system would be self supporting !
(i.e. would not telescope or come apart) if each individual radiation shield were
I made a structural entity by taping it together with adhesive tape. While thisenvelope method of support appeared satisfactory to withstand boost acceleration
loads_ a spring loaded cinch band support system was designed as a backup. This_
I however_ was not usel because it was not considered necessary and because of the
additional complexlcy.
!
Small scale thermal tests were conducted to permit prediction of the !
thermal performance of the _05-inch diameter test tank. The small scale tests
indicated a thermal conductivity _f 3.5 x lO Btu/hr-ft F at a layer density of
95 layers/Inch _ould be achieved. However_ these tests did not simulate thelong term compression and rigors o_ handling _nd repalr to which the lOS-inch
diameter tankwas subjected.
97000 598-009
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An insulation system_ the details of which are described in Appendix l,
was designed for the 105-inch diameter test tank. The radiation shields (aluminum
I foil) and (106 Dexiglas paper) were spiral wrapped onto the cylindricalspacers
portion of the tank. Bands of aluminum foil and fiberglass paper were used to
contrGl layer density. Circular discs of both materials were used for the bulk-
I heads and were interleaved with the cylindrical insulation. Individual layers
were bonded together with adhesive tape. The penetr_o_s were spiral wrapped
with two inch wide strips of aluminum foil and fiber,S:.= _aper. Gaps were
filled with opacified
paper.
The cylindrical portior of the vacuum jacket was formed of flat
I sections bonded together and wrapped around the tank as described above. The
bulkheads were vacuum formed to a hemispherical shape. The penetrations were
covered by rigid metal jackets joined to the flexible jacket by O-ring seals.
As originally designed, the flexible jacket was bonded to the tank wall aroundthe manhole and a separate vacuum panel was installed over it to permit access
to the tank. However, a hydrogen leak under the manhole blew off the insulation
during simulated environment testing and this feature was abandoned.
Because of vacuum leaks, primarily from mechanical components such
as O-ring seals, solder joints, weld joints, etc. rather than from the flexiblejacket, evacuation proved to be an extremely tedious task. It is quite likely
that moisture in the insulation and on the Molecular Sieve contributed to the
I problem. It was discovered that in areas of high stress such as where compression
of the insulation near the rigid penetration jackets stretched the flexible
Jacket, delamination occurred. Th_ area under the jacket had to be built up
I with fiberglass material.
spacer
Four tests in the space environment on the 105-inch diameter test
I tank were conducted and the data are summarized and compared with the predictedresults below:
I Test No. C-012 29 3_0 31 3_4 Predicted
Precondition In- Evacuated Ambient High Temp. High Temp. Evacuated
.| sulation) Helium Helium Helium
S Purge Purge Purge
! ,Vented Boiloff 1.8 2.0 0.9 1.2 1.0(#/hr.) -I
| Total Flowrate I.8 2.0 6.0 7.7 1.0| (#/hr.)
Fill Line Closed Closed Leaking Leaking Closed
Apparent Layer Density 120 125 - - 95
I (Layers/Inch)
Apparent Thickness 0.59 0.56 - - 0.78
I (Inches)
! Apparent Thermal 7.3 x 10 "5 8 x 10 "5 - - 3.5 x 10 -5
- _ Conductivity(Btu/hr-ftOR)
3
i
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It will be noted that good data were obtained from the first two tests with the
insulation pre-evacuated and with the ambient temperature helium gas purge prior
to the test. It was felt that better vacuum conditions mizht be obtained if warm
helium gas were used to drive off any residual moisture. However, in two attempts
to conduct that test_ the fill valve was found to be leaking, and the data are
j included for and conclusions drawn from these latteroILly completeness no a_etwo tests.
I Data were two ground tests resulting
obtained from hold in boiloff
rates of 33 ibs/hr and 32 ibs/hr, considerably higher than the predicted rate
of 22.5 lbs/hr. Apparently due to a high residual gas pressure although creep
I in the insulation thickness also have contributed. The measured value of
may
thermal conductivity was thus about 70 x 10-5 Btu/hr-ft°R.
1.3 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
t
1.3.1 General
.l
The concept of alternate layer Super Insulation for long term
storage of cryogenic propellants in space is attractive from the thermal per-
] formance standpoint.
A lighter weight system could be achieved by replacing the aluminum
foil radiation shields with an aluminized plastic. ;_;
Further development of spacer materials should be conducted to achieve
less _egradation due to and to achieve better :_
compression handling properties.
The fabrication techniques employed for the 105-inch diameter tank
are feasible although expensive. Improvements can be made with minor degradation 4
of performance.
'! 1.3.2 Preevacuated Systems ,f
Flexible vacuum jacket manufacture is feasible, but greater ruggedness
_ is desirable. Areas of high stress must be avoided, ii
k
_ A preevacuated insulation system can be utilized_ but must be limited
_!i! to small tankage because of the difficulties of evacuation and leak detection. ,_
The measured performance of a preevacuated system in the ground hold
,_, condition is better thml the predicted performance of a helium purged system.
1.3.3 Purged Systems
A purged insulation system is easier to fabricate and is.as effective
in space as a preevacuated system, but it suffers from the added complexity of
I pu_ging and venting, i
i
r- !
,L I
i
I
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2.0 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS AND REVIEW OF THE STATE OF THE ART:
When this program was initiated_ a wealth of unpublished technical
+
information regarding multilayer Super Insulations had been developed during
+
_ Linde in-house funded development programs. These had been directed primarily
:'+ toward ground tankage which was never intended to involve compression of the
insulation materials. In addition_ some experience was available from Linde and
":_'+ NASA funded insulation development program_ regarding systems similar to the one
'+ being investigated here. From time to time as specific problems arose and this
i program was redirected_ rather extensive surveys of these data were conducted andreported. Although most of this information can be classed as non-subject data_
it is included here to bring the reader up to date with the state of the art_ and
to provide a clearer understanding of the data obtained in this program and its
application to the 105-inch diameter test tank insulation system design.
:'_ | Four specific problem areas were included in this review and analysis.
_. _ These were: the thermal performance of the insulation system after rel_xation of
_? _ the external compressive loading, support of the insulation when it is uncompressed,
vacuum integrity and thermal effects of the flexible jacket_ and pretreatment and
_+ I evacuation criteria for the insulation materials.
'_ I 2.1 Thermal Performance of Linde Super Insulation:|
_- The most commonly used of the Linde Super Insulations_ and the one for
I which the greatest amount of technical data and fabrication experience is available
_ is that system consisting of aluminum foil radiation shields and 2-mil fiberglass
_, paper spacers. While it is fully realized that these materials are by no means
I optimum for this application which requires compression and relaxation of theinsulacion under atmospheric loading_ it has been chosen for this application
because of the availability of the data necessary for performance prediction and
I fabrication. This system for commercial applications has been designated LindeSI-62.
I During in-house funded development programs_ Linde has determined thethermal conductivity of SI-62 as a function of initial layer density by a number
of methods. These data_ both experimental and calculated are shown on Figure I.
I These do not include any effect of compression cycling. Late data by independentinvesfl£gators essentially corroborate these data.
I Considerable scatter of data will be noted in the results obtained withflat plat& testers at layer densities below _20 layers/inch which corresponds to
a thermal conductivity of 5 x 10-5 Btu/hr-ft-°R. This may be attributed to edge
I effects i_erent with a flat plate calorimeter such as radiation between theradiation shields of the sample and the wall of the test chamber. The minimum
"_# layer density point for the flat plate test data at a layer density of 95 layers/inch
_! I corresponds to the minimum la,er density obtainable for these materials layered upin a stack so as to be compressed only under their own weight. The data presented
_ in Figure I agrees quite well with predictions for cylindrical calorimeters at
1 low layer density (less than 120 layers/Inch) and for flat plate calorimeters athigh layer density (above 120 layers/inch).
+_. 2.1.1 Effects of Compression - Relaxation C_cling:
In order to determine the effects of compression of Super Insulation by
a one atmosphere load_ followed by relaxation of that load_ Linde constructed theapparatus shown schematically in Figure 2. This small scale apparatus consisted of
an inner vessel 7 inches in diameter and about two feet long onto which the insulation
_ • , +++
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I was wrapped. The insulation was encased in a light, flexible plastic Jacket and
m the a_p_ratus inserted in a vacuum chamber with provision for evacuating the
J insul_tion and the chamber separately. Typical test data ar_ shown on Table i.
m Heat flux measured after compression cycling varied by only a few percent from
l that experienced before compression. Although the apparatus did not permit
I monitoring of layer density variations during cycling, it is estim_ted that thefinal layer density was in the order of iOO to 130 layers per inch.
I Linde next demonstrated the fea.iblldry of the compressed insulation
= concept in hydrogen service utilizing a lO-foot long tester available under another
m in-house funded program. High heat in-leakage at the end,s precluded m_a_urement
I of the system, thermal performance in the relaxed condition, but layer d,_ity as
a function of bearing pressure was obtained as shown in FixAte 3 and reported in
m "Advances in Cryogenic Engineering, Volume 8." The insulation was initially
applied at a density of ii0 layers per inch and it recovered to 152 layers per inch
repeatedly. _is high recovered layer density is attributable in part at least to
: j permanent wrinkles in the heavy Mylar-aluminum-Mylar laminate _acket material.
•m A A Another large scale apparatus was insulated by Linde and tested byR N S , Lewis Research Center. This par_icuiar program was partially NASA funded
• 1 and was reported in "Advances in Cryogenic Engineering, Volume 9." The test
_ results and a schematic diagram are nhown in Figure._. The thermal performance
• obtained could be explained by an insulation interstitial pressure of 5 microns
i n Mercury which was quite likely under the test conditions.
_"_ill • From these tests_ one may conclude that the insulation lay_c density
. [[ after compression cycling will be higher than originally applied_ but that the
,, -- heat flux will not be seriously increased. This anomaly may be explained by a
_. • shift in the solid conduction versus layP" density curve shown on Figure i
I caused by yielding of the fibers under co_pression and a change in contact
_i_ resistance between the spacer and radiation shields. Further testing is required
i m to measure and verify these effects. _'
•IR 2.1.2 Spacer Development:
_i I The results of Linde in-house development tests were explored during this
_i " program to determine if a spacer material other than _he _-mil unbonded fiberglass
_! = paper were available within the state of the art, and about which enough data and
i_ _I experience were available to permit its reconnnendationfor the lOS-inch diameter
i_-_,-- test tank on the basis of physical recovery after compression cycling. Variables
_::i of interest for this application include thickness of spacer, size of fibe_p
!ilI fiber material, fiber orlentation_and binder contact and type.
i !1 In general, a thicker spacer than the nominal 2 rail would have a higher
- | radiation component of thermal conductivity, but its recovery characteristics
might be improved. Th_s variable is discussed in section 3.3 below. Two mils
,- n is the thinnest producible paper using Number 106 fibers without resort to a
m binder which might increase out gassing problems and increase solid conduction.
, Man-made fibers offer better structural properties than fiberglass but tend to
i_i _ increase outgassing.
_!_ n The following is a listing of some spacer materials tested by Linde with
i!_i i pertinent comments regarding each:
_! I. Dull Viscose Rayon - open weave sheet composed "ofrayon fibers
/_i _ with a binder. This material is difficult to evacuate because of outgasslng of
I
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I the binder and is not compatible with oxygen. Its thermal performance when used
I with aluminum foil radiation shields is comparable to the 106 Fiberglass paper.
i 2. Dacron-Rayon B_rJ sheet composed of equal quantities of thetwo materials. Its thermal conductivity when used with aluminum foils was
determined to be 5.5 x 10-5 Btu/hr-ft-°R.
3. Continuous weave Rayon - A thermal conductivity of 2.5 x 10-5
Btu/hr-ft-°R was measured using aluminum foil radiation shields.
4. Nylon - has a moisture adsorption an order of magnitude higher
than Dacron which would make evacuation difficult.
I Available data at the time indicated that of the commercial spacer
materials, the 106 fiberglass paper would be adequate.
2.2 Insulation Support:
Although the Super Insulation system is completely encased within itsflexible jacket, and thus is constrained from slipping off the tank under
acceleration loads, it must be supported to prevent telescoping axially or sagging
within the confines of the jacket. Either effect would cause compression and,hence, deteriorated performance over extensive areas of the insulation.
In order to maintain the desired layer density and prevent telescoping• or sagging during manufacture_ banded areas consisting of extra glass_ paper_ and
heavy aluminum bands are wrapped with the insulation and held at a predetermined
tension. When the insulation is compressed upon evacuation, however_ the spacer
I material will creep_ and this tension will be relaxed. Alternate support methods
were, therefore_ investiga,:ed.
:I From the standpoint of thermal performance_ structural integrity of the
insulation is best obtained by limiting compressed areas of the insulation to the
I smallest area possible. Account must also be taken of creep in the insulationmaterial after long durations of compression. These considerations suggest a
spring mechanism which will maintain compression in the banded areas of the tank
i as the tank cools down to liquid hydrogen temperature and the insulation iscompressed by the atmosphere. Two such methods were investigated: spring loaded
cinch bands and radial springs attached to a metal band. Designs for both
approaches are shown in Figure 5. For reasons discussed below_ cinch bands wererecommended for the 105-inch diameter tank.
A more desirable system of support which does away with springsaltogether has been termed the envelope method. In this method_ the aluminum
foil radiatiov shields are made integrally self-supporting by taping adjacent
i rolls of foil together as they are wrapped on the tank. Calculations supportedby adhesive tape to aluminum strength tests indicate that ot_ly _ small amount of
tape would be required to hold the foils together_ and that the glass would be
• self-supportlng between the foils by friction in the band and overlap regions.
! The simplicity of this concept and its freedom from vibration problems and
localized compression make it particularly desirable. It has been employed on
_i I the 105-1nch tank design_ bul: additional testing is needed on a large tank under| conditions of high acceleration before it can be relied upon as the sole means
•_ of insulation support.
I
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2.2.1 Cinch _ Support:
The design of the cinch bands used for the 105-1nch diameter tank is
/I based on the premise that tilebands m_t be spring loaded to a degree that thends will mainta n sufficient compression of the insulation that it cannot
telescope when the inner te_k has contracted when cooled to liquid h_rogen
i temperature and the spacer material has crept to the point where it has zerothickness (an obviously conalervative assumption). The final design consists of
four pairs of compression loaded springs located ninety degrees apart over both
of the banded areas of the lOS-inch tank. (See Figure 6) Dynamic considerations
I led to the recommendation of this method as preferred to the radial spring concept
described, below. The following calculations describe this design.
I T_e weight of insulation and spring system is 188 ibs. The pressure
under the band required to hold on the insulation under a 6 G load:
._._m,(s) =2.ap.iP
=r,a = 0.35 (2)_(105) 1.75
i1 Force required in cinch band:
i ,: :II
Assumlnl i00 per cent cr_v (insulation thickness goes to zero) and
allowing for thermal contraction of the t_Ik_ a circumferential change of 3.88 incheswill result. Assuming a spring constant of 20 ibs/inp an _ditional initia_.loading
..' of 78 ibs. will be needed for _ total initial force of 335 ibs.
/ I
. The spring s_stem consists of 4 l_lrs of 8prtn_ located 90 degrees apar_
_ on the tank.
' For springs in series:
&
¢-¢+¢+¢+¢
ill
.J
7+
I where .KT = total equivalent sprin6 constant
i_ Ill _ = KequivalenteachK of a pair Of_oSprings
,'. = _ _i = _ (20) = 8o l_/in.
_,_.I "s = of sprl,_i-_ ,. l_s/ln.El
_ I The total de fkection iof each compression spring is 16.75 inches.
,.ii._, And the number of active COilS = -- --t._8,2) 13 " = I'/1-= i
i_:<I xfs_=.<l .p_.i_,<li,,=+.e,,wi_ l. ,.,ed.,,ltl_d - o.!__n.,the.+.tessinduced in the wire wou_ be 73_000 pai and the number of active coi_S would bet
•/_ 50 coils/spring. The actual:solld height is no_ I0 in_
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Ks I 40The natural frequency = 8.84 _ = 8.8_ --1.323 --48.5 vps
Ws = _ (0.1920)a_(1) 52 (0.28) = 1.323 lb.
Results (compression spring used in tension, Fib,ire 6):
D =lin.
d = 0.1920 in.
active coils = 50
K = 40ib/In.
solid height = IO in.
maximum force = 168 lb.
minimum force = 129 lb.
material: oil tempered spring s_eel U.S. 120,0_ psi
Dynamic tests of the cinch spring configuration shown in Figure 6 were
conducted for NASA by Wyle Laboratories, Huntsville, Alabama traderthe conditions
listed in Table 2. No damage to the insulation or the spring system was incurred.
2.2.2 Radial Spring Support:
The concept of radial springs located over the banded areas of the tank
insuZatlon and connected by a spring carrier band as shown in Figure 5 has been
applied to large commercial tankage subjected to high acceleration loading. This
concept was analyzed for the lOS-inch diameter tank, but consi_[eration of the
effects of the springs when subjected to the dynamic environment of the Saturn
lauDch profile caused it to be discarde_. The ra_ial spring design was as follows:
Major spring diameter - 2 i-ches
Spring wire diameter - 9.2253 inches
Active coils - 9
Spring constant - 54 pounds/inch
Solid height - 2.4 inches
Maximum force !insulation fully ?ecovered) - 159 pounds
Minimum force (insulation compressed) - 144.5 pou_s
Spring material - oil tempered spring steel, yield strength 120,O00 psi
Locate springs 30 degrees apart over insulation bands.
_.2_3 Envelope Method:
The envelope support method consists of making each layer of aluminum
and glass a self-supporting entity which is strong enough to hang suspemded from
its own top head. In the case of the aluminum, this would be done by attaching
adhesive tape at all _oints in a given radiation shield. _ae glass would be
suppo_-ted at discrete areas bulked by the addition of excess spacer material,
such a_ was originally proposed for bam_ed 13sulatlon. Tests have shown that the
glass p_\peris strong enough to support itself au_ that only a small amount of tape
is necessary to support the aluminum sheets.
Weight of one l_yer of i/4-mil al_mim_m foil:
w 300 o.25(lO"3)o.1,, 1.o8lb.
!i •
I
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TABLE 2
DYNAMIC TESTS - CINCH BAND SPRING SUPPORT SYST_
Test Frequency Range Note_____s
Sine Wave Sweep 5-20 cps 0.05" DA Scan at 0.67 octaves
20-155 cps 1.0 g peak per minute, duration155-220 cps 0.0008" DA ten minutes
220-2000 cps 2.0 g peak
I Random 20-100 cps 6 db/octave Duration - ten
100-700 cps 0.05 g2/cps minutes
i
t
I
!
I
|
.!
I
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Force required under a 6 G load:
F =WG J.08(6)= 6.48lb.
J.
By referring to Figure 7, it can be seen that one piece of 3/4 in. wide
Scotch No. 6(_ tape with 4 in. of overlap would support this load.
Weight of one layer of 106 glass pa_r
w =1.6 = lb.
_ Force required u_ler a 6 G load
F = WG = 1.06 (6) = 6.36 lb,,
The strength of l_ @lass paper was experimentally fo_u_ to be about 0,,230lb/In
of width in the clrc_unferentlal direction of t-e roll a_ about 0.C_82 Is/in of
width in the longitudinal direction of the roll. Since the longitudinal direction
, is the one of interest, about 6.36 over 0.(_32 = 77.5 inches of circumfer_nce would
be required to scpport each layer of 1(_5glass paper ruddera 6 G loa_ Since this is
4 less (by a factor of 4) than the circumference of t_e tsJLk, it is considered adequate.
lhe friction force available to hold adjacent layers of 106 glass paper is,
assuming the _Tappimg pressure is 0.055 psi s_ the overlap is one inch:
F = PA/_ = 0.055 (_105) 1 (0.35) = 6.36 lb.
i Since this force must only support the lower half of each layer (the top
half being supported by the top head), a safety factor of two results and is
consldcred adequate. Additional support is provided to the spacer material by theradiation shields.
i 2.3 Flexible Jacket:
Attainment and malntenance of a suitable degree of vacuum is inherent to
i the success of any Super Insulation system. This aerospace insulation conceptadds the further restraints th the Jacket be able t flex down oats the insulation
as it is evacuated, s_ then recover its shape to such a de_ee that the insulation
i performance is not hempere_ when the vehic&e leaves the atmosphere. Light weight, too,is important.
These require_ezts suggest a plastic, metallized plastic, or plastic-metalfoil laminat fo the vacuum Jack t. The requirement of flexibility sugge s a
thin materiP- while the requirement of low 9ermeabillty seems to be opposing. An
i investigatic co_nercially available material, was undertaken to find a materialwhich would , in a sultable compromise between requirements.
The purpose of the vacuum Jacket is to maintain vacuum on the launch pad
i from the time the evacuation equipment is cut off until lift-off. It was determinedthat a period of fifteen ho_rs vacuum hold time ie acceptable. The leakage rate
then becomes a x_nction of the amount of a_sorbent and the allowable pressure level
i at lift-off. In order to enhance evacuation am_ be coneervative_ a permeabilityafter flexing of lees than i0-9 ft3He/hr.-ft _ was taker_ as the goal. A plot of
permeability versus overall helium leakage rate for the 105-inch diameter tank
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is onown in Figure 8 for comparison. The various properties of interest Insurveyi g the available material are listed below.
_" 2.3 .i.i Permeability:1
The fle_ of gases through a continuous pin-hole free plastic film is by
permeation. In this process_ the gas is dissolved in the film material on thehigh pressure %.!de,is driven rough the film by co centration grad ent; and then
comes out of solution on the low pressure side. The phenomenon may be described as
AAPG=p t
where G Js flow rate in ft.3/hr.
A is cross sectional area in ft. a_
/k P is pressure difference in atmospheres
i t is film thickness in milsp is permeability in ft.3-mil/ft.e-hr.-atmos.
l lhe permeability, p, is a strong function of the gas involved and the temperature.For purposes of evaluation, since the driving pressure force for this application
will _lways be one atmosphere, and the film thickness will always be only a few mils,
I these units may be ignored in the evaluation. Similarly, the flexible Jacket willbe at near ambient temperature, and helium gas permeability is higher than that of
other gases and convenient for test purposes, room temperature helium gas permeability
may be accepted as the sta/dard.
$! 1- I 11In theory, permeability through a plastic film - metal foll laminate is
i a combination of true permeation through the film material, and viscous or molecularflow through pin holes in the metal foil depending on the pressure level at the foll.
For purposes of evaluation, it is sufficiently accurate, however, to evaluate
l laminates in the same manner as described above for films.
2._.I.2 Strength and _lexlbilit_:
Recovery of the insulation requires that the Jacket material return to
its original shape when the compressive load is removed without keeping a permanent
I set at the wrinkles. No data were available to indicate this property. In order tocompare film and laminate candidates, therefore, it was necessary to employ an
apparatus to induce wrinkles and measure the degree of recovery for comparable data
between candidates. Permeability testing after flexure was also necessary, particu.-lar_y for laminates to measure the degree of pln hole leaks induced. These tests
are described below.
Other data of interest include t^nsile and f!exural strength at room
temperature and cryogenic temperature as well as cryogenic temperature flexibility.
These are necessary to assess the material's ability to withstand stresses as aroundattachments to penetrations as well as the ability to withstand handling during
manufacture and use.
l 2.3.1 ._ Joinability:
I Any practical vacuum Jacket will be formed of more than one section andthus there will always exist a need for making vacuum tight Joints. Preferrably,
these Joints shoul_ be made with a rocm temperature curing adhesive. However,
techniques are available for heat sealing, and tooling for this purpose can bedeveloped.
I
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In many cases, it wil] be necessary to Join the flexible Jacket to metal
boundaries with a Joint that has a certain amount of structural strength. Where
a_railable, such data have been included for acLhesives.
2._.1.4 Other Considerations:
Since there is always the possibility of liquid air running over the vacuum
Jacket, air condensing within the Insulation in the case of a Jacket or Joint rupture.
and liquid oxygen spills, liquid oxygen compatabillty is a desirable property. Data
on outgassing is also important from the standpoint of vacuum attainment. In any
aerospaue application, weight is important, but In this case it may become secondary
to other considerations since overall system _elght reduction is the important goal.
Only available materials were considered since the program concept and
schedule precluded the development of new films or laminates. The charts indicate
the form in which the various candidate materials can be obtained commercially.
2._.2 Material Evaluation:
Data for a number of available films, laminates, and adhesives are sho_m
on the candidate charts of Table 3. These data have been taken from a myriad of
sources including Linde in-house development tests and c_ercial literature and,
therefore, are comparable only in order of magnitude in many cases. Review of the
data, however, will indicate that plastic films alone would be too permeable to be
attractive for this application. At the time these charts were prepared data were
not available for metalized films, but the apparent superiority of laminates made
them more attractive for further study considering schedule and budget restrictions.
The test program for Jacket material selection is described in Section 3.1.1
below.
2_4 Super Insulation Evacuation:
Of equal importance with achieving a vacuum tight flexible Jacket is the
attainment and maintenance of the desired degree of vacuum within a reasonable time
span. Attainment depends upon the flow of gases through the insulation materials
and outgassin8 of these materials. Maintenance is achieved by the inclusion of
adsorbent material within the vacuum system to adsorb in-leakage.
2.4.____1 Available Experimental Data:
In the past, Linde, in iu-house funded programs, has determined much of
the luformatlon necessary to predict the vacuum _erformance of Super Insulation.
Verification of these data by system test conducted during this program and
application of the data to the design of the 105-inch diameter tank are included
in later sections of this report.
2.4.1.1 Insulation Permeabilit2:
In order to achieve vacuum, flow of the interstitial gas through a rather
tortuous path through the fiberglass spacer material as it is compressed must be
_.:aintainted. For the viscous flow regime., the flow may be calculated by means of
the D'Arcy equation:
v =/Vdx
I
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wh_re V is apparent velocity, ft./hr.
a is permoabi!ity of the porous material, ft.2
is fluid viscosity, lb.-hr./ft. _
d_u is pressure gradiant, ib./ft.2/ftdx
Pel_eability as defined here is not to be confused with permeability as a rate ofalffusion used to describe passage of gas through plastic films. As used here.
permeability is a property only of the pourous medium, and is independent of the
fluid considered. The customary unit of permeability is the D'Arcy defined as
I i D'Arcy = x
1.026 lo-llft. 2
| The absolute value of permeability through the spr :er material is
dependent upon fiber size, fiber orientation, fiber spacing, and any binder included.
Experience has indicated that it is independent of temperature within the limits of
i experimental accuracy.
The viscous flow permeability of the 2-mil glass spacer has been measured
_i experimentally during Linde in-house programs at three layer densities:
Layer Density Permegoilit_
I 60 layers/inch 1540 D'Arcys
80 560
l I00 256
By plotting these data on log-log paper, one finds that the points fall on a straight
line which would be expected from viscous flow theory. The data may then be extra-
i polated 330 corresponding compressed insulation, a
to the layers/inch to and value
of 3.6 D'Arcys is determined.
I are available for molecular transition flow regines only at
Data the and
88 layers/inch. These are shown on Figure 9 for the system of 2-nil fiberglass
spacers and aluminum radiation shields for the range 15 to 2000 microns of mercury.
expect vary inversly as cube the layer density.
One would this conductance to the of
i 2._!.i.2 Outgassin_ of Materials:
The total outgassing of the fiberglass spacer a_ aluminum foil have been
determined by Linde and are shown on Figure lO. The tests conducted with the glass
fiber paper showed relatively high outgassing rates at first indicating gas light/iy
be_Ld on the surface which is easily :;cmoved during rough p_mlxlown. _?om the curve,
it can be seen that this represents the largest p-rt of the volume of gas involved.
The tests of the 1/4-nil alumin_ foil show similar characteristics
although the total outgassing is much less since surface area per square foot is
involved.
J
The outgassing of the adhesive tape used in applying Super Insulation was
determined under the present program and the results are reported in Section 3.2.3below compared with glass and aluminum outgassing data.
# ?.4.9 Adsorbent Trap Design Criteria:
Cryogenic containers are equipped with Molecular Sieve adsorbent traps to
| pump gases evolved from the surface of materials in the vacuum space after evacuation
| and to remove gases leaking into the vacuum space. When Molecular Sieves are cooled
I
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to cryogenic temperature, they have _ hish capacity for adsorbing gases. Knowin_
the total gas in-leakage to the vacuum space_ vacuum _evel and service time
requirements_ the amount of Molecular Sieve needed can be calculated.
Molecular Sieves strongly adsorb water from the atmosphere at atmospheri_
temperature and the effect of this adsorbed water is to decrease the sieve pumpin_
1 speed and adsorptive capacity. Since a certain atmospheric exposur_ time will exist
during sieve trap installation, an activation procedure must be formulated to remove
adsorbed water.
To insure that the Molecular Sieve adsorbent used for the i05-inch d_ame_r
i vessel will function properly after installation, the following criteria hav_ beenestab ished.
j !. For effective use as an adsorbent_ dry Holecular Sieve containing
a maximum of two weight per c_nt water should be obtained after activation. _olecular
Sieve moisture loadings of up to 15.7 weight per cent of water have been reported
after prolonged exposure to the atmosphere. Experiments have indicated that it isdifficult to _ctivate below the two per cent water level and that moisture loadings
up to two per cent do not materially effect the performance of the sieve.
2. The activation cycle required to reduce the water content from
six per cent to t_.7oper cent would consist of beating to 300°F for 12 hours under
j vacuum. This cycle is based on a system pumping speed of .28 liters per second anda one pound quantity of sieve. An upper moisture limit of six per cent was used in
the analysis because Molecular Sieve isotherms become non-linear and do not obey
Henry's l.aw at higher moisture loadings. The time required to lower the moisturecontent from 15.7 to 6 per cent has been found by experience to be less than that
required to activate the sieve from six per cent to two per cent moisture. To be
I conservative_ an equal time is assumed and a total activation period of 24 hours isrecommended.
Heating of the sieve can be accomplished by circulating pre-heated air or nitrogen through the centainer. Preheating of the gas can be
accomplished by passing it through an electrical resistance type heater.
3. The total quantity of Molecular Sieve to be used will depend
on the v_cuum jacket permeability_ ground hold time, and required vacuum level.
The quantity of Mo!ecular Sieve required will be calculated conservatively ont basis of five per cent by weight water after activation. At a pressure
level of 10 -4 Torr the adsorptive capacity of 5-A Molecular Sieve for nitrogen
is decreased by about 29 per cent if the moisture content is increased from twoto five p r cent y weight of wa er.
4. The quantity of Molecular Sieve required for adsorption can becalculated conservatively based on an assumed moisture loading after activation
of five weight per cent of the sieve.
I 5. Pretreatment of the insulation_ that is_ baking out at 300°F
for 24 to 30 hours is recommended to reduce moisture loading on the sieve.
I _ The sieve trap should be attached to the container at the last
_" convenient time in the insulation application process to avoid unnecessary exposure
I to air.
!
t'
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7. The insulation should be perforated over the area of the sievetrap with 1/32 inch diameter holes on 1 inch centers am_ an evacuation port located
directly over this area.
I 8. Since the adsorptive capa:ity of Molecular Sieve is higher at
low temperatuze, the sieve trap should be attached to the bottom of the container
to insure cryogenic temperature.
J
i
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3.0 DEVELOPMENT TEBT PROGRA_:
With the exception of the test result_ obtained from contract NAS
I 5-2165 for the effects of compression and relaxation of a Super Insulation
system, all of the data reported in Section 2 were obtained from Linde in-
house funded programs. They have been reported here to for_ a base of tech-
nology from whlcb the _evelopment efforts under contract NAS 8-i17_O could
proceed. This section will describe those development tests. Each of the
tests described was conducted at Linde's Engineering Department Laboratory
at Tonawanda New York.
Review of the reported data clea_,ly indicates that two areas needed
additional development: thermal performance of the insulation system after
relaxation of the atmospheric compression, and achievement and maintenance
of a satisfactory residual gas pressure within the insulation system. The
e_II scale thermal tests also served to prove out the vacuum criteria andflexible Jacket concepts for application to the 105" tank at MSYC.
I 3-i Flexible Vacuum Jacket Development :
In order to be effective as a flexibl_ vacuum Jacket for this ap-
j plicati0n , the material (including Joints) must be lightweight and flexibleenough to permit maximum physical r_laxation of the insulation system, and
yet have a permeability in the order of I x lOo9f+_/hr-ft 2. Once the fata-
l inate material has been chosen, further development testing is needed tolearn how to Join the laminate material to the tank at cryogenic temp_r_ture_
and to itself, as well as how to form it into the contour of the insulation,
l and to repair any damage caused by inordinately _ough handling.
3.1.1 Permeability And Recoyery Of Flexible VaCUUm Jacket Materials:
| - ,An evaluation of the pertinent property data for candidate Jacket
materials was presented in Section 2.3 above, it was decided that helium
I gas permeability and physical recovery of the _sndidate _ter_is when ap-plied over a Super Insulation system were the most important characteristics
of the materials to be evaluated, and a test program to measure these _,mri-
_bles was conducted. The specific candidates a_ results dr* shown in Ta-ble 4. Because of the limited time and funding available, no laminates of
plastic with vacuum deposited metal were considered in this program.
i These results indicate that the lead-Mylar has the lowest permea-
bility and best recovel_ of all the laminates tested. Results of previous
I Linde in-house tests indicate that this material can withstand over 1500flexing cycles at -320°F before leaks occur. As a result of these tests
and extensive prior experience with the material in in-house commercial de-
I velopment and pilot scale progre,m_, Linde recommended that lead-Mylar be usedfor the flexible vacuum Jacket.
I_ The apparatus for dete1_ining permeability consleted of a sample
_ chamber comprised of two flanges with the sample to be tested between them
and sealed with a double O-ring seal (Figure ii). Heliu_ g_s at one atmos-
phere is fed to _he high pressure zdde and the low:pressure side is _vacuated
i_ through a helium mass spectrometer. Flow through the sa_le is then com..
pared with a standard leak. The,helium _ss spectrometer use_ is a Veeco
_ Leak Detector, Model No. MH-gAB, with a maximum Sen_itlv_ty of 10-9 s_d. cc
_! _ of helium per second.
"1970001898=087
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i In order to evaluate the restricting characteristics of the can°
didate materials, a cylindrical tester (7 in. O.D. by 24 in. long) was fab-
ricated (Figure 12). The tester was wrapped with 70 layers of SI-62 and
covered with two 1/2-inch wide bulking strips in the insulation. The initialcompressed and recovered thicknesses were measured. The recovered thickness
was measured both with and without the flexible Jacket covering the insula-
tion to determine if the Jacket was restricting insulation recovery.
The results of these tests indicate that a relatively thick plas-
tic film and m_ al foil are required. Other desirable characteristics ofhe laminate _ ._:
I. That the metal he self-annealing at ambient temperature,*thereby preventing work hardening from flexing to cause pinhole leaks.
I 2. That the plastic film be thick enough to have a rela-tively large radius of curvature at folded areas, thereby preventing sharp
discontinuities in the metal loll upon flexing.
3.1.2 Hand Joining _d Repair:
l The fabrication of 'theflexible Jackets for the small scale ther-mal tests has Jndicated the necessity of being able to make vacuum tight
Joirt6 for the closing seams of the installed Jacket and to have a method
I of sealing small leaks that are found in the Jacket after installation.
A portable heat sealer with a six-inch Jaw was obtained and modi-
I fied to provide a cooling cycle. This sealer was used to make the headJoints on the vacuum-formed Jacket for the small scale hermal ester. Smnll
leaks in the closing Joint were sealed with a solution of Armstrong A-12
l epoxy and chlorothene.
Tests indicate that these methods of hand sealing seams and seal-
ing small leaks are satisfactory for the present Jacket design using vacuumformed ead-Mylar. It is rec _nended that th lead-Mylar be exam ed for
pinhole leaks prior to fabrication. When such holea_ are found they are to
be examined to determine if the pinhole is in Just the lead or in both thel ad nd the Mylar. If a _iec of the laminate has a hole th ough both the
lead and the _lar, it must be discarded for a ne_ piece.
Previous experience had shown that when sealing lead-M_lar to it-
self it is necessary that the Joint be made under pressure with a controlled
heating and cooling cycle. For this reason, the portable heat sealer wasmodified to incorporate a cooling cycl (Figure 13). The present s aling
cycle for this sealer and lead-Mylar is to seal under _0 psig pressure with
twenty seconds heating snd ten seconds cooling.
Small leaks were successfUl_y sealed by applying a 20-80 solution
I of Armstrong A-12 two-part epoxy a_hesive and chlorothene solvent liberallyver the leaking area. Curing was accomplished by blowing hot air at about
120°F over this area for about one hour.
I ....
* Recrystallization temperature of lead is _5°F and of pure aluminum is
?
_'_4_A_'_U_.'_2;'_ ._:?_2"2"._-_.___C ..... . ....... _._, - ..........................................._ ; _'_._- -'_...... _ -_._-_'_"___?_L_ _,, ......................... ___ .........._ _--,_.__........ -.... r ,,
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3.1.3 Forming Techniques:
i Experience in the past has indicated that vacuum leakage of Jac-ket materials and recovery of the insulation problems are often attributable
to areas of severe wrinkles in the Jacket. This could be reduced materially
if the Jacket could be made preformed to the contour of double curved sec-tions of th tank. Early _mall-scale ests Indicated the lead-Mylar laminate
material could be formed at about 200°F into an evacuated female die. Cool-
ing to room temperature held spring-back to within tolerable limits. Testswere conducted on seven_inch diameter specimens drawn to +wo-inch depth and
the perwLeability of the formed material measured to be less than 5 x lO-5ftS/
hr-f_2. Tests with samples containing lap Joints were also conducted with
success. This method was, therefore, recommended for the form!ng of the
heads for the 105.1nch diameter tank Jack,.t. When the technlque was first
I attempted on a large scale, however, a failure in an adhesive Joint occurred,nd additi al tensile nd model die tests _ere recommended bef re any mo
large scale draws were attempted.
I Tensile tests of lead-Mylar laminate Joints were conducted with
the Dillon tensile tester previously used in lap and tee Joint evaluation.
I The tester was modified by the addition of a heating Jacket so that Jointpull tests could be conducted at elevated temperature. A hermocouple was
attached to the laminate sample to monitor temperature. Sample Joints were
I made by seali,: two sections of lead-Mylar laminate with SehJeldahl G. T.lO0 tape in the ha-lnch h t Jaw s ler.
I A total of 25 pull tests were made. The samples to be tested wereclamped between the Jaws of th est with the botto Jaw m ving down at
constant rate until failure occurred. The top Jaw is connected to a pressure
transducer, the output of which is converted to pounds force and recorded.The tests were c nduc*,_d at temperatures ranging from 70°F to 200°F an at
pull rates of 1.1 inch per minute and 1.9 inch per minute.
In all cases tensile failure occurred in the parent material ra-
ther than shear failure at the Jo_ut. Joint creep did not occur at ambient
temperature and did not become significantly noticeable until a temperatureof 135°_was reached. At 180°F Joint creep was pronounced but failure
still occurred in the parent material. Sample elongation averaged approxi-
i mately 35 per cent at a yield of about 30 pounds per inch with no c!ea_' trendbased on temperature or rate of pull.
i The forming die used for these tests was the 17-3/h-inch diamete_form previously used to form laminate h ad caps for th_ small scale thermal recowrj
tests, described in Section 3.5 below. Modification to the die inclumed
_eepening from 4 inches to 5.34 inches and contouring the spherical radiusto 10.3 inches by the addition of polyurethane foam. These changes made this
die geometrically similar to the one to be used for the 105-inch diameter
I tank.
' A total of Ii flat laminate blanks _,ere formed. Seven blanks _ere
"_ fabricated with two lap Joint seams geometrically similar to the llh-inch
I diameter blank to be used for the 105-inch diameter tank. Three blanks
were fabricated with a lap Joint in the center to evaluate the maximum elong-
| ation of 21.5 per cent and one blank without seams was used for the initial
Ii
I
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draw. Forming times of i minute, I0 minutes_and 30 minutes were used andfo_ing temperatures were 70°F, 120°F, and 155_Fo Table 5 summarizes the
results of the testing. Springback is defined as:
I % Springbeck = (iO0)
D1 D2Q_
D1
where: DI = maximum depth of draw, 5.34 inches
D2 _ recovered depth of head after release oF va_:uum, _nches
This test series indicated that per cent sp_'ingback decreased
with increased forming temperature but that slight Joint creep was noted
I in every case at elevated temperature except Sample 2. There seems to be
no correlation between delaminatlon or material failure and drawing temp-
erature or rate. A possible explanation for the laminate failures isthat slight cracks or nicks in the laminate would weaken the Mylar at this
point and result in a tear when subjected to vacuum forming. The cracks
or nicks could be the results of normal handling during formation of theblanks or could be incurred during initial lamination of the lead and Mylar.
Since the large surface area of a ll4-inch diameter blank couldpresent a great potential area for nicks or tears, it was decided, for in-
creased reliability, to redesig_lthe blank so that per cent elongation
would be decreased.
Also, since Joint creep was encountered at elevated forming
temperature, it was decided to form at amblenttempera_ure to increase
Joint reliability.
A conically shaped laminate blank was designed so that the apexJust contacted the center of the forming die and its perimeter equalled
that of the die. Based on the geometry of the die, an elongation of 5.9
per cent of the cone slant height would be experienced. The laminate cone
J was formed by cutting out a wedge from a flat blank and sealing the edges
of the wedge together with the hS-lnch heat sealer to form a cone,
Four heads were drawn, thre_ of which contained two lap Joints
geometrically similar to the blanks to be used for the 105-inch diameter
tank. One blank without lap Joints was ueed for the initial draw. The
forming procedure consisted of evacuation at room temperature over a lO-
minute period to simulate MSFC drawing, capability and placing the formed
head, still in the die and under vacuum, into an oven at _ievated tempera-
ture.
One head was cured in the oven for 1-1/2 hours at 150°F and
1 another for i-i/2 hours at 180°F. No Joint creep was noted in either case
and each head was well contoured to the mold after release of vacuum.
8pringback ih each case was about 5.5 per cent. Since the higher tempera-
ture did not the head configuration, at 150°F was
curing lmprove curing
recommended.
,! Three conically shaped blanks_ 114 inches in diameter with a
_: slant height of 55 inches, were fabricated for the iO5-inch diameter test
j tank _t MSFC. Based on the dimensions and the spheric_l radius of the|
I
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head, 55.8 inches, an elongation of 3.3 per cent of the cone slant height
| would be experienced.
The equipment used to form flanges on cylindrical sections oflead-Mylar is shown in _'igure I|_. It co si ted, of a inner m tal support
cylinder, an outer ring clamp, and a small hand iron. The method of forming
the flange is to heat and hand stretch about one to two inches of circum-ferential leng h at a time. This procedure is continued around the periphery
of the cylinder until the desired flange Is obtained.
3.1.4 Cold Joint Development :
J In the area around the manhole, the flexlble Jacket must be at-
tached tc the aluminum tank as the !05_inch diameter tank is designed. This
Joint must be capable of withstanding temperature cyqllng between _'oomtev@-
f erature and liquid hydrogen temperature wlbhout losing its vacuum integrity.It was not the intent of this program to develop new Joining techniques, but
available concepts were investigated and two were testea. These were a me-
i chanical O-rlng and an adhesive Joint. Both were successfully temperaturecycled, but the latter was recommended on the basis of simplicity and rell-
ability.
I _.i._.i Mechanical O-ring Cold Joint"
A _ester with an O-ring Joint, sixteen inches in diameter, wasdesigned and fabricated as shown in Figure 15. The tester was assembled,
evacuated at room temperature, and the insulation vacuum level allowed to
settle out. At this time, the tester was filled with liquid nitrogen andthe pressure in the insulation monitored. This test was followed by a li-
quid hydrogen test. Both Teflon ar_ Viton-A O-rings were selected for test-
ins.
A warm vacuum Joint could not be achie_'ed with the Teflon O-ring;
i however, the Viton..A O-ring did effect a vacuum seal at ambient and bothliquid nitrogen and liquid hydrogen temperatures.
The tester was cycled successlh_!ly thzee _im_ with liquid nitro-
sen "and twice with liquid hydrogen. The longest liquid hydrogen test was
about five hours. A thermocoupl_ located in the uppey flange indicated a
temperature of -255=F for the liquid nitrogen tests and a temgerature of,-358@F for the liquid hydrogen tests.
The top and bottom flanges were a!um!num and the machine screwswere stalnles_ steel. Vacuum failure occurred in both the llquia nitrogen
and liquid hydrogen tests when the tightening torque of the machine scrsws
l were less th_n forty inch-pounds.
The tester was so designed that the O-ring groove volume is only
;_ | 85% of the O-ring volume. Therefore, when the machine screws are tightened
|. to forty to sixty inch-pounds, the upper flange warps. This warpage insures
" intimate contact between t_e O-ring and the upper flange during the transient
_, thermal ::n_ _,ctionperiod, thereby effecting a vacuum tight system.
{.!
I
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Although this method proyides a vacuum Joint, its reliability
i_ questionable. Indeterminate variables include: creep of the 0-ring
material, the amount of the tightening torque attributable to friction,
the force on the 0-rlng after cooldown, and the predictability of flange
warpage resulting from tightening the machine screw_. Also, after the O-
ring groove is machined into a flange, this flange must be welded into
place, thus introducing heat warpage.
3.1.4.2 Adhesive Cold Joint:
The adhesive Joint designed for this application was about twen-
ty.one inches in diameter and one inch wide. The adhesive used was a poly.,urethane, Dupont Adiprene L-lO0. 'l_netest procedure was the same as for
the mechanical 0-ring cold joint tester. The adhesive Joint tester is
shown evacuated _nd filled with liquid nitrogen in Figure 16. This adhe-ive effe ted a vacuum s al a ambiant and both liqu d nitrogen and liquid
hydrogen temperatures.
The adhesive Joint _s cycled successfully, once with liquid ni-
trogen and five times with liquid hydrogen. The longest liquid hydrogen
test was over 5-1/2 hours. A thermocouple located at the Joint indicateda temperature of - 95°F for the liquid nitrogen test and -423°F for the
liquid hydrogen tests.
I It was observed, after the tests were completed, that the adhe-
sive has very high tensile and shear strengths at ambient conditions. The
I glue line thickness varied from 1.8 to 13.2 mils with the average thicknessbeing 5.5 mils.
i The test.Joint was prepared by cleaning the aluminum and the My-lar surfaces _ith methyl ethyl ketone and drying thoroughly with pape_
towels. The aluminum surface was etched for five minutes in a _olution of
I sulfuric acid (ten parts by weight), sodium dichromate (four part_ by weight),and delonized water (thirt parts by weight). The etchant was then rinsed
from the _luminum surface with deionized water and the surface thoroughly
dried with paper towels.
The Adiprene adhesive (i00 parts of Adiprene L-100 resin with
12.5 parts of Moca curing agent) was brushed on the aluminum surface asevenly as p ssible. The lead-Mylar laminate was then placed over the adhe-
sive.
The Joint was cured by applying 2 _si pressure to the Joint area
for twenty-four hours. NOTE: The 2 psi pressure w_s obtained by supportin_
i the test fixture at the _ area and adding weights to the tester. Un-iform distribution of the force was achiewd by placing s semi-rigid poly-
styrene foam sheet between the Joint and the support fixture to accommodate
i irregularities and warpage between the mating parts. The Joint was thencu d fo twenty-four hours a room t mperature and ambi nt pressure and for
twenty-four hours _t 160"F and ambient pressure.
3_._ Vacuum Acquisition :
• _ For satisfacto1_ thermal performance, Super Insulation systen_
_ l!i must be maintained at a residual gas pressure of about 0.i micron Hg when
l
I
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I at their operating temperature. To be practical from the manufacturing
point of view, the required degree of vacuum must be obtained within a
I reasonable period of time (several days). Since the experience gained withthe 70 inch tank under contract NAS 8-11041, which was lagued with vacuum
leaks in the flexible Jacket, proved that this was one of the most critical
areas involved in achieving a satisfactory demonstration of the Super Insula-tion co cept, co siderable emphasis has been placed on this problem. The
tests and analysis described here indicate that a satisfactory vacuum can be
I obtained with proper design and careful techniques to avoid leaks.
3.2.1 Evacuation Of Compressed Super Insulation:
i In order to establish a means of predicting the time needed to
evacuate a Super Insulation system encased within a flexible Jacket, a theo-
I retical analysis was undertaken. The analysis was then verified by testand the results pre ented as a vacuum pressure time istory.
I Data was recorded for pressures down to 52 microns of mercury ina 4 ft.square sample of SI-62. Approximately 44 hours of pumping were re-
quired to attain this degree of vacuum. The theoretical ana?.ysis indicates
I that 28 hours of pumping would be required. The difference is attribubableo outgassing the materials in the vacuum 8r_ace. At 70 m crons the
overall leak rate through the flexible jacket and connections was about 1.1 x
10-7 cc of air p_r second The _ttie out p_ ......_e+o_ _5 h_,_ w_ _v
i microns.
The e_pe_imental results indicate that it is pcsslble to predictthe length of tim necessary to eva_uate compressed Super Insula ion to be-
low lO0 microns of mercury. _ne res._Its also indicate the attractiveness
of the lead-Mylar laminat for the flexible vacuum Jacket since it did notdevelop pinhole leaks as did previous aluminum-Mylar Jackets. The merits
of perforating the insulation under the evacuation port were also shown since
it previously proved impossible to e_cuate an uuperSmmted sample.
_3.2.1.1 Theoretical Analysis :
The theoretical evacuation time can be determined from fluid flow
equations, continuity equations, and the equation of state. The theoretical
evacuation was considered in four steps:
1. Initial compression of the insulation.
2o Removal of noncondensibles.
3. Removal of condenslbles.
4. Final evacuation in the molecular flow regime.
I Considering these four steps, the following equation for time to
evacuate an insulation system has been derived.
+ VAPA PA m
So vA sA +
C" I
P -- C
Vcln/ 7 ;
ko/['i
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I where : t = tlme, hoursV insulation volume, ft3
a 2 7T h, ft3/hrS = conductance = P2 _- In EA
r1
P = pressure, pounds__et2a permeability, ft
i /_ = viscosity, lb-hr/ft 2h = insulation thickness, ft
r = radial distance to evacuation port, ft
and the subscrips refer to the event corresponding to Figure 17
This analysis was employed to predict the time to evacuate apanel of Super Insulation, four feet square and seventy layers thick. The
prediction and experimental data are compared on Figure 17.
l 3.2.1.2 Evacuation Test :
• , , ,,T |
The sample that was evacuated is shown in Figure 18. It consistsof 70 layers of SI-62_ perforated with 85-1/32finch diameter holes under the
evacuation port and covered with the lead-Mylar laminate as the flexible
_cu_,_m:_-_o+ The under the thermocouD!e Amuse was also perforated.
The SI-62 was pretreated by being baked in an oven for six hours at 600°F
and six days at 300°F.
The experimental results are in close agreement with the theoreti-
cal analysis. Figure 17 shows the theoretical evacuation curves for both
pretreated and as-received insulation samples. The dotted portion of thecurve represen._o the as-received sample where water vapor is being removed
from B to C. 5Jmce the tested sample has been baked in an oven for six hours
at 600°F and for six days at 300°F, the time r_quired to go from point B to
_ point C was negligible.
The experimental curve began to deviate from the theoretical one
1 below 70/_ of Hg. The limiting value reached was between 50 and 60_of Hg.
-- This can be attributed to the outgassing ch _cteristics of SI..62 at these
i low pressures. The volume of outg_ssing obtained at lO/_Hg for the glasspaper is 128/_ liters/ft 2 and for the aluminum foil 13/_ liters/ft 2. For
the size sample tested, this amounts to P total of 316,O00 micron-liters.
Since the throughput of the pump is very ±ow in this range, it is recommended
I that the sample be heated to encourage more rapid outgassing.
3.2.1.3 Evacuation of lOS-Inch Diameter Tank:
Evacuation of the lOS-inch diameter test tank can theoretically
_.'._ be accomplished to a level of i00 microns of mercury in about two days
_ _ (Figure 19), as determined b_ the same analysis. This assumes that the
: evacuation ports are located at the four pipes located on the periphery for
/ | the cylindrical portion of the tank, end that the insulation material has
_ been pretreated by baking to remove the water vapor. The molecular flow
i-
I
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conductance for this system is 0.09 efh. As discuse_d above, the time
required to evacuate the insulation to I00 microns of mercury with these
four evacuation ports, and assuming that leakage is insi_mificant, is h5.7
hours.
3.2.2 Moisture Content Of No. 106 Glass Paper:
j Past experience removal vapor fromhas shown that the of water
compressed Super Insulation system is a major problem. Since the No. 106
glass paper spacer will adsorb water vapor to a much greater extent than
the aluminum foil radiation it believed to establishshield,
WaS necessary
" pretreatment criteria for the glass paper. A test was conducted in which
a roll of No. 106 glass paper was dried in a forced air i_arnaee at 300°F.
Approximately 31 hours of heating was required to reduce the moisture
con-
tent from 0.0098 lb. water/lb, glass to essentially zero.
I In order to allow a safety factor for the drying of glaz_
paper
stored in high humidity areas and having a higher initial moisture content,
it is recommended that the drying time be extended Co sixty hours.
In order to determine the rate of moisture ads_rptlon of No. 106
glass paper, two samples were first dried and then exposed to the air.
I After a week's in a room with a relative humidity of 36 cent,
exposure per
Sample i contained 0.OOiO_ ib-water/ib-glass while Sample 2 contained 0.000675
i Ib-water/ib-glass.The sampling procedure consisted of removing a represent,stive
sample from the 28. inch long roll and weighing on an analytical balance.
I effect(,d into the roll with a one-inch diameter corkSampling
W_S by boring
bore. In this manner a representative sample consisting of material from
the outermost to innermost layers was obtained. Sample weight was on the
I order of six
grams @
The test procedure consisted of removing and weighing a sample
of the glass roll prior to placing the roll in the furnace. This
paper
sample was designated Sample i and placed in the furnace llong with the
glass paper roll at 300"F. After approximately 6.5 hours, the glass paper roll
and Sample i were removed from the furnace and Sample 2 taken from the in-
sulation. Samples 1 and 2 were weighed on an analytical balance with Sample 1
showing an expected decrease in weight as a result of moisture removal. Sam-
i pies i and 2 and the glass paper roll were then replaced in the fun.ace. The
insulation samples were transferred from the furnace to the analytical balance
in plastic bags filled with dry nitrogen to avoid moisture adsorption from
i the air.
This procedure was repeated until the weight of four samples
I taken over a 31-hour period remained constant durir_ he_ting.
Moisture content of the glass paper is plotted as a function of
I the drying time in Figure 20.
In order to determine the rate of moisture adsorption of No. 106
I glass paper, samples were first a 300°F forty-
two dried in furnace at for
eight hours. Moisture adsorption was calculated from the progressive increase
"I
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in weight of the samples after exposure to the air. Figure 21 shows a
plot of moisture nontent as a function of exposure time for a one-week
period. After one week's exposure, in a room with an average relative
humidity of 36 per cent, Sample i contained 0.0010_ ib.-_ter/ib-glass
Sample 2 seemed to level off at 0.000675 Ib-water/ib-glass.and
The difference in moisture adsorption of the two samples may b_due to incomplete initial drying of Sample 2 or an initial unrecorded mois-
ture pickup of Sample 2.
! 3.2.5 Materials Outgassing:
Concern has often been e_pressed regarding the quanti_y of out-
gassing that will occur with a compressed Super insulation system, and the
effect it will have on the evacuation time and adsorbent requirements. The
o4tgassing of the fiberglass and aluminum have already been repor+ed in
Section 2.h based Linde in-house but data available for
on tests, no were
the Scotch brand adhesive tape used to maintain the structural integrity of
the insulation. Since organic materials are involved, a quantitative com-
parison tap_ glass, outgas_ing was
of the and alumlntu_ characterlstlcs
deemed necessary.
The _otal time f_ the three materials at
outgassing versus r room
_ temperature is sh_n in Figure 22. It will be noted that the data for the
_ glass and aluminum are somewhat lower, but in the same orde' of magnitude
" 1 as those data pre,_ous!y d.ete_ined. A variation of this amount in the
_ data is certainly to be expected since outgassin_ is such a strong function
of the past history of the test _ample_
f
The data indicate a total catgassing of 3._/_ftS/ft 2 for the num-
'::_: ber 106 figerglass paper and 1.3_.,_cS_ft2_for _he i/4-mil a!umin_m foil.
'_ This compares with a figure of 86_ft_/ft 2 for the adhesive tape. Since
this absolute value is so low, and s/nce there is relatively such a small
_: area of tape installed in the insulation system, it can be concluded that
_" the effects of outgassing of the tape would not be serious.
'_'_ 3.2._ Radiation Shield Perforation :
_ Consideration of t_e low gas conductance of compressed Super
Insulation has given rise to the suggestion that the radiation shields
• be perforated to permit flow of gas _erpe_icular to them. For a minimum
of thermal degradation and ease of application, any perforations should be
cleanto prevent thermal ohort circuits, have negligible effect on layer
den_,ity or foil tensile strength, and be compatible with existing tooling.
Six possible methods were _nveeti_ated.
3•2._.1 Roller Perforator :
The recommended method would be to install a roller with sharp
_ pins or nails protruding from it between the foil roll and the tank be_":_
_ insulated. While alignment and d_nslty control (tension _s requirea on
-, the foil) present problems in practice, this method has been success_k_lly
! I used in commercial applications. Tooling for this ope_ tion is shown in
_ Figure 2_.
I
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Some of the Jagged edges could be avoided by cutting small slits
_n the foils by means of razor edges in the roller perpendicular to its
axis. Excessive tool dulling and tearing of the foils might become trouble-
some, however.
3.2-4.2 Punct1_ing After Installation:
Puncturing the insulation after it has been installed is the simplest
method of perforating, but care must be exercised to prevent thermal short
circuits between shields. A i/3_ - inch diameter pointed needle is recom-
mended for this operation, and because of the likelihood of shorts, it should
only b/used in localized areas such as over the adsorbent trap.
I 3.2.4.3 _arnlng With An Electric S_ark:
A bench scale test was conducted by passing the aluminum foil be-tween two electrodes and at empting to val_rize the foil by an electr c
spark. Because of the high thermal conductivity of the foil, the heat was
I carried away from the area of the hole, excessive vo]rages were needed, andthe materi l wac physically weak ned. Tooling would also be expensive and
complicated, so the metho_ h_s b_en discarded.
i 3.2.4.4 Punching By Air'Jet :
An attempt was made to perforate a foil by aiming a Jet of air at
I it. Ragged holes res_Ited, aridsince tooling would be expensive if the
method were developed, it too, was discarded from further consideration,
1 3 -2.4.5 Mecha_ically Punched Individual Holes:
A cam actuated device to bring sharp pins down onto the foil as
it is being wrapped on the tank punctures uniform holes, but the edges are
about a_ ragged as those formed by the roller perforator, and since the
tooling wolLld be more complex than the roller, no further consideration was
given.
3.2.h.6 Ground Perforations:
Passing the foil between two small grinding wheels during applica-
tion was considered as a means of removing metal without leaving ragged
edge_ The very stringent dimensional tolerances to cause the wheels to
Just come in contact within the 0.00025 inch thichmess of the foil, however,
make the method impractical.
3.3 Thermal Recovery Test Program:
One of the prime objectives of this overall program was to demon-
strate the feasibility of the multi-layer Super Insulation concept, pro-evacuated
so that it is compressed during the ground hold phase of the mission, but
I achieving performance approaching that of uncompressed Super Insulation as the
compressive load is relaxed. The iml_rtance of achieving and maintaining good
j vacuum to a satisfactory test has already been pointed out, but the degreewith which the insulation system can approach optimum performance after com-
pression is also basic.
!
t_
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That the concept of pre-evacuate_ insulation was attractive
for further development had been indicated by the Linde in-house tests
described above. Those tests bad been conducted on a very small scale
with a thin plastic Jacket which apparently did not hamper thermal re-
cove_7, and the insulation was initially applied at greater than optimum
density. A development test program was therefore undertaken to determine
the degree with which insulation system would approach optimum performance
after compression, the effects of cycling the compressive load, and the
effects of the lead-Mylar vacuum Jacket. As a correlary, this testing also
served to check out the vacuum Jacket manufacturing techniques proposed for
the full scale tank.
i One of the ground rules associated with this program was tbatonly materials wi in the state of the art were to be _,mployed for pur-
poses of the feasibility demonstration. For this reason, most emphasis
i in the recovery test program was devoted to the number 106 fiberglass spa-car and 1/4 rail aluminum foil which has been designated Linde SI-62. This
system has been the most widely applied in commercial cryogenic service,
l and considerable data were available. In addition, one test series was con-ducted with a heavier fiberglass paper nominally ten mils thick.
I 3.3.1 Summary Of Results:
£he apparatus employed for the recovery tests consisted of a
i cylindrical vessel with ellipsoidal heads. It was 15-1/2 inches in dia-meter and 42-1/2 inches long. This inner vessel was placed inside a bell
Jar so equipped that the insulation when encased in its flexible Jacket
could be evacuated separately from the bell Jar. Vacuum pressure, liquidnitrogen evaporation rate, and temperatures were monitored.
i Seventy layers of SI-62 were applied to the test container at anominal thickness of one inch - approximately optimum density for this sys-
tem. The heat leak for this system was predicted to be 1.97 Btu/hr based
on actual insulation thickness.
,The test results with the SI-62 system are shown in Table 6. A base run
i was conducted without a flexible Jacket for correlation with th_ predic-tions. A heat leak of 1.85 Btu/hr (corresponding to a thermal conductivity
of 2.05 x 10-5 Btu/hr-ft-"R) over the cylindrical test area was measured
which was within the ten per cent accuracy desired.
A "loose Jacket" was fabricated in the form of a right cylinder
with flat ends and installed over the insulation. _mad-Myl.ar la-_inate was
used for the Jacket. _o cycles of compression and relaxation w:_re made
with the heat leak measured as 3.19 and 3.6_ Btu/hr respectively The ap-
paratus was disassembled to permit thlcknees meamlrements and to determine
i the effects of _inkling the inst,lation. Immediately removal of the
on upon
Jacket a thickness of 0.72" was measured for the cylindrical portion of the in-
sulation. T_e best estimate of thermal conductivity after two compressionswas 2.73 x ID-5 Btu/hr-ft-CR _rhich is quite low for the e_timated layer den-
sity of 97 layers/iuch reported previously. The unJacketed test was repeated
and a conductivity of 2.34 x 10-5 _tu/hr-f_,-°R at a layer density of 80 layers|
?
/
I
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E_LL ScJ&( _(COV[RT TESTS
1
+_ M0. 106 ,_ASS PAPER
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|TU_R. I_/_. tTU/_. IrT. R* x Io-5 _RE/t_+ Im¢_S
!I_¢!,[*Q_4PR_SILO HSUIIAT It_.
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THERI_L TEST, 1 ,DE
RATIO(O THEI_AL COHOUCTIVITY, --|.DE
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IIECOVER(O THERHAL TEST $, 19AFTER | C_PRESSI_.
NECCV[RED THERMAL TEST-_ 3,(AtAFTER 2 COMPRESSIONS.
J._CKET NO, _ REHOYEO
INSULATION THICKNESS, _ _)7 -- .T2
TI_ORETICAL HEAT L[_, 2._6 2.1_
i _ATIO[O THEAIAIL CONDUCTIVITY. S.7_iUNJACKETED THERNIL TEST, 2,71
INSULATION THICKNESS 80 .B'/S
A,FTEN TI_.IIPML TEST.
T_[Oll[T ICAL HEAT LEAK. 2.49 -- 2.15
gl",TI0{O THEItIML CONOUCTIVITY, -'2,_1 k
JaCkeT K'). ;t INSTALLED
CO*_IIESSED INSULAT _ON
T_EORETICAL _AT LEA_.-- .... 14_.70 -- SO
_rH[R_L TEST. --174, SO
; RECOVERED TM[R_L TEST i.SD*
*+J
AFTER S ¢_AESSI_%
AECOVEN(O THEItHAL TES; 7,34"
AFTER 7 CGIqPRESSIONS.
REEDY(RE0 THERiML TEST 7._Oa'
lifTER |0 COiqI_RESSlONS, 1
t
J_CKET NO. 2 REHOVEO I
INSULATION THICKNESS, | |k .62
TqTOIIETICAL _(AT LEAK. ),|1 2.15
RETIOED TH_RHAL ¢ONOUCTIVITT --k.llo
InlJ&EK(TEO THI[fll4_. TE_T _._§
NECKTU_( SLE(VE ATTAC_O,
IqS_ITION THICK_SI + - 75 .,l+
j AFTER T_L TEST.
V'IJACKETEO THE:IMAL TE_T ),?S
_rEATJI( SLEIV( RE_OV(O.I
I I,'SULAT*ON THICIUeESS *rTER ................. 18 .8_
Ell
TI [_L TIST.
+' m, _lOlk¢Tl_:lkL t4(lT LIlI_,-- -- -- -- -- -- ---" --1,15-- --- .... l,ll
_,, I_ lllTlOlO T!c[lilc_t, ¢ONDUCTIVITT,-- *---. + .---- ---- ),Ok
!_i * ¢OIRECT|O F0il I+I&T LIM ¢_RAAILI TO T4 _CR ILItVl.
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per inch was obtained° Severe wrinkling of the insulation was noted in the
area of the knuckles around the heads. This was apparently due to the loose
fitting Jacket, and it was decided to fabricate a new Jacket with formed
heads, vacuum stretched to mate more closely with the contour of the insulation.
It was felt to be more Impo1%ant to get an estimate of the effects of a greater
number of compressions on the insulation than to demonstrate any better perform-
ance tb_t might have been achievable by reinsulating to reduce the wrinkling
due to excessive Jacket deformation.
After installation of the new Jacket, eight more compresaion-
relaxation cycles were conducted with _ER tests conducted after 5, 7, and
lO cycles. Some error in these measurements was introduced because of the
i manner in which the neck tube Jacket was installed, but after removal of theJacket and measurement of this effect, it was conservatively estLmated that
the thermal conductivity after ten compression cycles was _._ x 10-5 Btu/hr-
ft-°R at a layer density of ll4 layers per inch. Inspection of the insulationin the area around the neck tube indicated that there was still some degree
of thermal shorting in the area, so that this value is considered t_ be high,
i but it does demonstrate the feasibility of the system.
_henever the flexible _acuum Jacket _as removed and heat trans-
fer measured without the Jacket, a lower thermal conductivity was measured.This is attributable to "fluffing" of the insulation caused by flow of
air out of the insu'mtlon during e_mcuatlon, and secondarily by the time
effects on e_ansion of the insulation and some compression due to the
Jacket.
Some conclusions can be reached from these tests:
!
i. Design values of thermal conductivity of 3.5 x 10-5
Btu/hr-_t-°R at a layer density of about 95 layers/Inch are reasonable for
SI-62 systems. These figures are based upon an estimate of the effects of
the small-scale tester on wrinkling of the insulation, the effects of the
loose fitting Jacket, and the effects 9f damage caused by the neck tube
I Jacket.
1 2. Additional test work is needed to find a better spacer
1 material, to evaluate the application of double aluminized Mylar as a
radiation shield material for these systems and to evaluate the effects of
applied layer density.
3. The fabrication and repair techniques employed are
applicab__ to the 105-inch diameter test tank.
In an effort to find a system which would exhibit mJre _redictable
recovery characteristics and less _hysical deformation, an insulation system
consisting of thick fiberglass spacer and aluminum was
ten-rail foll tested
on the same apparatus. The same procecures were employed, and the results
are summarized in Table 7 with a comparison with the two-rail spacer. Since
:j, m| the effects of build-up in the knuckle areas an_loverall layer density were
/ _ not available, the comparison is limited to awJrage heat flux measurements,
and estimates of the K value. It may be concluded, however, that the thicker
d,
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spacer system exhibits a higher initial thermal conductivity and is more
seriously degraded by compression t_n is the system utilizing the two
railpaper. It has the advantages of easier installation and less dimen-
sional deformation, however. Because of its poorer thermal performance,
it was not recommended _br the 105-inch te_t tank.
3.3.2 Insulation Desi_l And Application, 2oMil Paper Spacer:
A spirally-wrapped cylindrical insulation section 41-1/2 inches
in length was selected. _his length allowed coverage of the cylindrical
section and a 3-inch extension at each bulkhead for interleaving of head
disks.
Two 3/4-inch bulking strips of No. 106 fiberglass paper locat_d
24 inches apart on the tank center were selected to maintain the specified
layer d_nsity, 70 layers per inch.
Necktube insulation consisted of i0 layers of SI-62 applied hel-
ically with each succeeding layer extending 1-1/4 inch above the layer
beneath ito An overall insulated le,_gth of 13 inches was obtained. The
hellcally-wrapped insulation system was selected because it is easily ap-
plied and closely approaches the thermal performance of the ideal case
that would be achieved by tempelmture matching layers of insulation to the
necktube.
I For insulation of the cylindrical section the insulation rolls
and bulking strips were positioned as shown in Figur,_ 24. One 24-inch and
one 50-inch wide aluminun foil was used in the insulation in order to simu-
l late the two rolls of aluminum foil that would be used in insulation of the105-inch diameter tank. As the two aluminum foil rolls were spiraled on
the tank each layer was taped together with two, four-inch long, i/4-inch
l wide pieces of Scotch brand adhesive tape to simulate _,,_envelope methodof insulation support. Tape application areas were indexed approximately
ten degrees on each layer to prevent local buildup.
I The 2_-inch aluminum foil roll was positioned to overlap the
50-inch roll by i/2-inch leaving an excess of 32 inches which was trimmed
I away with an electric carving knife. This operation is shown in Figure 25.
Insulation thickness measurements taken after the cylindrical
wrap varied from 7/8 to i-5/16 inches.
Upon completion of the cylindrical wrap the vess_l was removed
j from the wrappin_ machin_ and placed with the necktube do_ in a stand.Figure 26 shows the vessel in the stand prior to bottom head disk applica-
tion. The bulkhead was then insulated by folding down cylindrical insula-
tion layers and interleaving and taping to the head disEs.
_f
The vessel was then turned 180 degrees and supported on several
I layers of polyurethane foam in a holding frame to avoid any local loadingof the insulated bottom head.
f,,:
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Cylindrical Wrap
!
I FIGURE 24
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Trimminq Excess Insulation With Electric Knife
_._i FIGURE 25
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Vessel in Stand Before Bottom Head Diskinq
FIGURE 26
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A copper-constantanthermocouple was attached to the base of
the necktube. Insulation was next applied for a length of 13 inches
measured from the bottom of the necktube.
To permit installatiorover the necktube and avoid short-
circuiting on the necktube each head disk had a one-lnch diameter hole
cut in the center. Top head insulation was accomplished in the same
manner as the bottom head. _T_icknessmeasurements taken on the center
circular portion and at the bulked knuckle overlap areas varied from
i-3/4 inch to 1-291/52inch.
A thermal analysis was made of the insulated tank before the
initial normal evaporation rate test was made. This analysis was based
on,the actual insulation thickness measurements and the known thermal
conductivity-layerdensity relationship. Since the actual data to be
presented from testing will be the thermal conductivity of the insulation
on the cylindrical _ection of the tank, it is to theimportant
assess
heat leak of such areas as the b_,ikheads,overl_p_edbulked areas, bulking
strip areas, and necktube heat leak recovery. Total calculated heat leak
amounted to 1.97 Btu/hr. Table 8 lists the breakdown of the total heatleak.
I 3.3.3 Test Apparatus
The test appr,ratus is shown schematically in Figure 27. The
I vacuum container used in these was a 20-inch O.D. carbonexperiments
steel bell Jar approximately 6 feet in height. The top head of the bell
jar is flanged for quick assembly and disassembly. Six 1/2-inch dia-
l meter Veeco couplings were welded in place circumferentiallyaround thebell Jar to contain i/g-lnch diameter rods used to measure physical re-
covery on the insulation. Vacuum sea! of the measuring probes is effected
I by inserting hollow glass tubes into the Veeco couplings. Because of
wrinkling of the Jacket, the thickness measurements exhibited too much
scatter to be of any value. Two 3-inch diameter .'iewports are also in-
I stalled on the bell Jar.
GaseQu_ nitrogen evolved from the test vessel first passes through
I an orifice flow meter for instantaneousmeasurement_ then through an ab-
solute pressure maintenance system to eliminate the effects of atmospheric
pressure variations and finally through a wet drum displacement meter. The
I wet drum meter was used to obtain total flow over a measured time period
and was the prime measure of evaporation rate. The absolute pressure
maintenance system consisted of an absolute pressure transmitter, absolute
I pressure controller, and throttling valve, Accuracy of the system is onemillimeter of mercury pressure. Barometric pressure measurement_ were
noted with a recording barometer.
I 3.3.4 "Loose Jacket" Tests:
I Tn order to establiah a base point for optimum insulation perform-ance an um mpressed insulation NE_ test was conducted without the flexible
: vacuum Jacket installed. Because of outgassing and leakage problems with
i _. the bell Jar, approximately one week elasped before equilibri,_nwas attained.
J *NER = normal evaporation rate
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1 TAB_8
' UNCOMPRESSED INSULATION HEAT TRANSFER RECOVERY TESTER
SUMMARY
Head Areas Btu/hr
Center circular .069Bulked knuckle •393
Cylindrical Section
Bulked Areas •193
Cylindrical Portion 1.225
Necktube .065
I Thermocouple .018
N,,cktube Filler Joint .006
Total : 1.969 Btu/hr
i
i
li
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Total heat leak of the vessel was 1.85 Btu/hr. Thi_ experi-
mental heat leak compares well with the 1.97 Btu/hr predicted from in-
sulation thickness measurements '_ndis within tilelO per cent accuracy
anticipated for the calculations.
Vacuum level during the test was .03 microns of mercury.
Temperature at the base of the necktube was -319°F. as measured
by the thermocouple.
3.3°_.I Compressed Test Numbej: i:
After the uncompressed insulation NER test was completed, the
test tank was removed[ from the bell Jar and the lead-Mylar vacuum Jacket
installed.
The cylindrical port[on of the flexible Jacket was fabricated
by forming a section of lead-Mflar laminate 35-1/2-1nch by 59 inches into
a cylinder and heat sealing to itself. A one-inch overlap was provided.
Sealing was accomplished on the 48-inch hot Jaw sealer.
The bottom head cap iwas formed from a sheet of lead-Mylar lami-
nate 27-1/2 inches square witl!t5-5/8 inch squares cut out of the corners
to permit folding over and sealing to themselves with the hand iron. A
pressure measurement fitting _ImSattached to the bottom head cap by hand
sealing the flexible Jacket t(l,the flange. A lap Joint_ sealed with the
hand iron on the bench _s em_,loyed to Join the bottom head cap to the
cylindrical s_ction.
Figure 28 shows the cylindrical section with bottom head cap and
pressure fitting attached. The completed sub-assembly was then slipped
over the insulated vessel for top head cap and necktube Jacket installation.
The top head cap was formed in the same manner as the bottom head cap and
Joined to the cylindrical Jacket section o:1the insulated tank with the
hand sealing iron.
The necktube flexible Jacket section was formed from a laminate
cylinder, 2-3/16 in. in diameter and 15-1/2 in. long. It was attached to
a 5/8-inch diameter sleeve at the top of the necktube by folding the lami-
nate together to form four one-inch long leaves. Fach leaf was sealed to
itself and to the necktube sleeve as shown below:
Necktube Sleev*
Flexible Jacket
The necktube Jacket was attached to the head cap Jacket by means
of a flanged piece of ah_minum tubing serving as a transition piece. The
necktube Jacket and head cap Jacket were sealed to the transition piece
with the hand sealer.
7
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BOTTOM HEAD CAP _OINED TO CYLINDRICAL IACKET SECTION
i FIGURE 28
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The necktube Jacket was designed with excess material so that_ovement could o cur to llow for compression of th top h ad in ulation
under the transition piece when the insulation system was evacuated. This
necktube Jacket flexibility was accomplished by inserting glass paperaround the transition Jo nt.
I An evacuation port consisting of a i-]./8-inch diameter copper tubeattached to a 3-inch diameter flange was attached to the top head ca by
sealing the Jacket to the flange with the hand iron.
i The compressed insulation test procedure consisted of inserting
the Jacketed vessel into the bell Jar and evacuating both insulation and
bell Jar, care being taken to avoid either compression of the insulationor an internal differential pressure against the Jacket. Dry nitrogen gas
was then bled into the bell Jar compressing the insulation. Several vacuum
I leaks appeared in the area around the bottom head vacuum gauge and at topand bottom head c_p lap Joints and the insulation pressure rose immediately.
Full physical compression of the insulation was effected but it was J_oss-
I Ible to conduct a thermal test with the insulation compressed. In order tomaintain the test schedu s, leak detection and repair of th jacket was not
undertaken and a recovered thermal test was begun.
i 3.3.4.2 Recovered Test No. I:
The test tank with the insulation compressed was placed in thebell Jar, the bell Jar re-evacuated and the vessel filled with liquid
nitrogen. A pressure level of 0.025 microns in the insulation and 0.06
i microns _n the bell Jar was attained with dynamic pumping during the test.
Temperature at the base of the necktubewas -318.5°F. as measured
by the thermocouple_
Total heat leak was calculated to be 3.19 Btu/hr. This result
showed the complete thermal recovery was not attained, possib±y due toincomplete physical recovery due to local effects of the Jacket. Since
the accurate thickness measurements of the recovered insulation requi_d
to calculate a recovered k would involve removing the flexible Jacket itwas decided to run a second compression-recovery cycle to determine the
effect of cycling on thermal performance.
I 3.3.4.3 Compressed Test No. 2:
i The liquid nitrogen was dumped from the vessel, the vacuumwasbroken with dry nitrogen and the Jacketed test vessel removed from the
bell Jar.
Seve:_i vacuum leaks were found in the bulkhead to cylindrical
section lap Joints, bottom bulkhead vacuum gauge and a cylindrical oection
, I area that was abraded by 1_bbing on the side of the bell Jar when the
! test vessel was inserted into and removed from the bell Jar. No leakage
was found in the longitudinal seam of the cylindrical section, the only
m seam made with heating and cooling under controlled pressure on the hot
_ _ Jaw sealer.
.::_;_2_._Z_"I_L_?_ __"° ., .... = ........ ................ _._,. .......... _ ........ _ ....... _ ....... _ ....................................... ira..,_.... _
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Repair techniques consisted of applying lead-Mylar laminate
patches, sealed with SchJeldahl OT-IO0 liquid resin and the hand iron,
to larger leak areas and painting small leaks wlth Armstrong A-12
epoxy d_luted with chlorethene solvent.
In order to maintain the test schedule, complete Jacket leakage
was not eliminated and a compressed thermal test was not run. Complete
physical compression of the insulation was attained, however.
3.3.h.4 Recovered Test No. 2:
The Jacketed vessel was returned to the bell Jar and a second
I recovered thel_al test was run. Pressure level in the bell Jar was 0,04microns and 0.01 micron in the insulation volume.
Jacket temperature was measured by iron-constantan thermocouplesattached to th top h ad arid cylindrical sect on. Top head Jacket tem era-
ture was 62.5°F and cylindrical Jacket temperature was 7_5°F. Thetempera-
ture difference is attributed to the higher thermal conductivity value ex-pe ienced for the head insulati n b cause of wrink ing. Since the th rmal
conductivity of the Jacket material parallel to the £nsulatio_i is not as
i high as that of the aluminum radiation shields, it is expected that highertemperature gradients _ould exist on the Jacket than on layers of the in-
sulation itgelf.
The total heat leak was found to be 3.6_I Btu/hr somewhat higher
than the 3.19 Btu/hr heat le_,k attained with tne first recovery test.
I In order to investigate the cause of the degradation of thermal
performance the apparatus was removed from the bell Jar and the flexible
Jacket removed at the conclusion of the second recovered test. Wrinklingof the flexible Jacket caused a per,mnent set to develop in the knuckle sec-
tions of the bulkheads, where head disks and cylindrical insulation are
overlapped, and longitudinally in the cylindrical se_tion. The loose Jac-
: ket design apparently allowed the excess Jacket material to grasp and
vrinkle portions of the insulation during compression. The further degrada-
tion of the thermal performance after the second compression may be due to:
wrinkling and setting of the Insu!stion due to the Jacket design or a de-
gradation of the insulation that occurs with repeated cycling or a combina-
tion of both effects°
Figure 29 shows the insulation with the Jacket removed after the
second compression recovery cycle.
Insulation thickness measurements showed that complete physical
recovery of the insulation was not attained. A thermal analysis of theinsulation was made based on the new thickness measurements. Theoretical
heat leak was calculated to be 5.97 Btu/hr nearly 65 per cent greater than
the experimental heat leak of 3.6h Btu/hr. The theoreZical heat leak was|
| then recalculated, this time rased on the original uncompressed thermal con-
_.- ductivity values and the actual measured insulation thickness. This time
'. |_ the theoretical heat leak amounted to 2.86 Btu/hr, some 27 per cent less
lJ than the experimental value. These calculations indicate that the apparent
thermal conductivity of the insulation is not so significantly degraded by
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Uniacketed Insulation After Two Compressions
FIGURE 29
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compression but that the increase in overall heat leak is due to the
decrease in insulation thickness (incomplete physical recovery). It
would appear that the entire thermal conductivity versus layer density
curve has shifted in the direction of higher l_'yerdensity and the ther-
mal performance of an insulation system that b_s been compressed and
recovered cannot be calculated with accuracy from uncompressed thermal
conductivity versus density values,
c
An apparent thermal conductivity of 2.4 x i0-_ Btu/hr-ft°R was
obtained for the cylindrical or test portion of the insulation b} r_tlo-
ing theoretical to experimentall heat leaks°
In order to further investigate thermal recovery an NER test
was conducted with the Jacket removed.
3.3.h. 5. UnJacketed NER Test:
The insulated test ta_L _,_ _turned to the bell Jar and an
NER test conducted. Pres_ure i_vel in the bell Jar was 0.O_ microns.
Temperature of _he outer layer of insuiat_n was measured with
iron-constantan thermoroupl_s attached to the top h_L_dand cylindri=al
portion. The temperature o_ the top head was 72°F an_ the cylindrical
portion 7_°F. This te_uperature gradient is attribut_ to the higher
thermal conductivity of the wrinkled head. insulation '_.....is much less
than the Jacket te,_p,_ +,ure gradient of ll°F measures ,\_rlng Recovered
Test 2. This is at% ...._u_ed to the thermal conductivlt, of the aluminum
foil, parallel to the Insulate.on, being ,_Jch greatez _an that of the
Jacket material thus i_nding to establish an is_th_r,-
Total heat 1.._._,_ was found to be 2.73. Bt-,Lr_ about 13.1, per
c_nt less than the 3.6_ l._,u/hrobtained during, "_:_"_'-_,_redTest2.
i Insulation thickness measurements _,_ on the insulation afterthe test, showed that the insulation had _u. ,_h.rrecovered physically.
A possible explanation for the further phys_,_l recovery is that when a
vacuum is created around the outer layer of u_jacketed insulation a pres-sure gradient is created through the insulation to the innermost layer
which is still at atmospheric pressure. This driving force may tend to
expand the insulation. Another possibility is that Further recovery of
i the insulation with time has taken place.
i A thermal analysis of the insulation was made based on theknown k versus N data and the actual thickness measurements. The heat
leak was calculated to be _.i_ Btu/hr. The theoretical heat leak was then
i re-calculated based on the original uncompressed thermal conductivityvalues and the measured thickness values. A heat leak of 2._9 Btu/hr was
obtained which correlates rather well with the experimental value.
An apparent thermal conductivit_ of 2.2 x Btu/hr-ft°R wasi0-5
obtained for the cylindrical or test portion of the insulation by _atioing
i theoretical to experimental heat leak.
!
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_.5 "TailoredJacket"Tests:
The same in_u±ation was used in this second test series.
. It was the objective of this secon_ test series to further in-
vestigate the effect of compression cycling os _;_sulationperformance, to
n
fabricate a vacuum-type lead-Mylar vacuum j....<o- and to conduct a thermal
test of the compressed insulation.
Examination of _ne insulatlon after +he first test series showed
that the wrinkling around the knuckle areas apparently was not severe enough
to warrant reinsulation of the test apparatus. Furthermore, the experience
gained from a grea_er number of compression recovery cycles would be more
valuable than any improvement in the thermal R_rformance of the ins_ation
that would be gained by reinsulating. Since the most critical problem in-
volved in the flexible Jacketed Super Insulation concept is the maintenance
of vacuum integrity, particular emphasis was placed on this problem during
these tests.
The lead-Mylar vacuum Jacket was fabricated in three parts. The
heads _ere vacuum-formed by pressing into a female mold at elevated te_Tp-
erature with flanges formed around the circumference into a tee Joipt to
mate with the cylindrical Jacket portion. The cylindrical Jacket section
• was fabricated by forming a section of lead-Mylar 39-i/2 inches by 57-3/_
inches into a cylinder and heat sea_ng to itself. Sealing was accomplished
with the hS-inch hot Jaw sealer and t_e ends of the cylindrical portion
were heat-Joined to form a tee Joint for mating with the head caps. Figure
50 shows the cylindrical section and bottom head cap prior to Joining.
Since the re&ults of the first test series showed that vacuum
i Jacket seams made with heating and cooling under controlled pressure weremuch more reliable than seams made with a hand iron, a portable heat
sealer with a six inch Jaw was obtained and modified to provide a cooling
cycle. This device was used to Join the cylindrical Jacket section to_he head caps. Sealing of the two Jacket penetrations, a connection for
the Phillip's vacuum gauge at the bottom and a _jL_e 50h stainless steel
I necktube sleeve at the top, was accomplished with bolted O-ring flange con-nections. It was felt that a more reliable vacuum Joint could be achieved
with O-ring flanges t_mn could be obtained by sealing the vacut_ Jacket to
a metal surface with a hand iron. Figure 51 shows the necktube sleeve with
O-ring flanges.
The bottom flange of the necktube sleeve was designed to com-
press the insulation to about 1/2 inch in _rder to prevent the flexible
jacket from being drawn under the flang_ and damaged during evacuation.
During fabrication, however, the sleew :,was inadvertently installed so
that the insulation wag compressed to i/_ of an inch.
Before Jacket installation, a 15-mil thick Glass Fiber paper
I layer was taped over the insulation. This was installed to enhance leah
detection and experience proved it to be quite satisfactory.
I Figure 32 shows the Jacketed test tank before evacuation.
,L
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The Jacketed apparatus was evacuated outside of the bell Jarto facilitat lea detection and permit observation of the compressed
insulation system.
i Figure 35 shows the evacuated apparatus with the insulation
compressed. Leak detection with a mass spectrometer disclosed several
small lea_s in the bottom head cap to cylindrical section tee Joint.Se ing wa accomplished by painting with a 20-80 olution of Arms rong
A-12, two-part epoxy adhesive and chlorothene solvent. After bake-out,
the pres_u_'e in the Jacketed insulation settled out to 70 microns after2-1/2 Lourso
i The insulation system was blanked off from the vacuum pumpandthe vessel filled wi h liquid nitrogen. Pressure measured with the
Phillip's gauge at the bottom of the insulation system was 50 microns,
I and at the e'_cuation port, 0.8 microns. Dynamic pumping was resumed andthe pret_sure level fell to 0.001 microns at the evacuation port and 0.07
microns at the bottom head. This pressure reduction is attributed to
I cryopumping of condensibles when the vessel was filled with liquid nitrogenand re oval n -condensibles when dynamic pumping was resumed.
I Th_ insulation system was again blanked off from the vacuum pumpand a settle-out pzessur% 0.12 micron%was measured at the evacu tion ort
and insulation bottom. An NER test was conducted, and total heat leak
i was calculated from the evaporation rate.
Total heat leak amounted to 174.5 Btu/hr. compared with a
l theoretical value of 143.7 Btu/hr. The _i per cent difference betweenexpe imental nd theoretical heat leak values is a tr buted to assumptions
made in the layer densities of the compressed insulation at the bulked
I knuckle sections in the theoretical calculations and t_e effects of com-pression at the necktube Jacket.
The test apparatus with the insulation still compressed wasinstalled in the bell Jar and the bell Jar evacuated.
A series of six more compression recovery cycles were conducted.This amounted to a total of ten insulat compr ssions when the compres-
sions of the first test series are included.
! The cycling procedure consisting of filling the evacuated and
compressed veJse! with liquid nitrogen while in the bell Jar, evacuating
the bell Jal to achieve recovery and then recompressing by admitting dry
nitrogen gas to the bell Jar. During testing, insulation pressure, bell
Jar pressure, evaporation rat% and ambient temperature and pressure were
recorded. Figure 3_ shows the test results plotted as insulation heat
I flux and bell Jar pressure as a function of time after compression and
during recovery..Approximately22 hours were required after compression
before the heat flux stabilized, although the most significant recovery|
| took place in the first ;_x hours.
L
An NER test conducted on the recovered insulation, after thefifth cycle, for a 35 h ur period, disclosed a heat le k of 7.8 Btu/ r.
I,
I.
_'
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FIGURE 33
_acketed Test Vessel After Evacuation
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Later tests showed that 1.2 Btu/hr. of this heat leak can be attributed
to the necktube sleeve, making the heat leak chargeable to the insulation
in this case 6.6 Btu/hr. NER tests conducted for approximately 15 hour
periods at the conclusion of compression cycles seven and ten disclosed
heat leaks of 7.3 and 7.1 Btu/hr. respectively. The heat leaks reached in
these 15 hour periods do not represent thermal equilibrium because of the
snort time period, and since the heat leak after ten compressions was less
than that after seven compressions, it is believed that overall insulation
performance was not degraded from that of the fifth cycle.
At the conclusion of the tenth recovery cycle, the apparatu_
was removed from the bell jar and the flexible Jacket removed. Inspection
of the insulation disclosed that compressloiL of the Jacket had caused
additional wrinkling to occur in the knuckle areas and in the cylindrical
section, Figure 35. Insulation thickness measurements made after the Jac-
ket removal showed the insulation had not completely recovered physically_
the cylindrical or test portion was now 0.62 inches thick (ll_ layers per
inch). The degradation of insulation performance is, therefore, attributed
to wrinkling of the insulation at sharp radii of curvature sections (knuckla
areas) where the Jacket grasped the _nsulation and incomplete physical re-
covery.
The unJacketed vessel with the necktube sleeve still attached
was returned to the bell Jar and an NER test conducted. Total heat leak
was found to be !_.95Btu/hr. Insulation thickness measurements made after
the test showed that the insulation had recovered further physically. The
cylindrical portion was now at 0.89 inches (78 layers per inch).
An explanation for the further physical recovery is that when
a vacuum is created around the outer layer of insulation, a pressure
gradient is created which tends to expand the insulation.
The necktube sleeve was removed and another HER test was con-
ducted. The heat leak was found to be 3.75 Btu/hr. indicating that at
least 1.2 Btu/hr. of the total heat leak is chargeable to the necktube
sleeve. Insulation thickness measurements showed a slight further recovery.
The cylindrical port,fortwas now 0.895 inches thick (79 layers per inch).
Inspection of the insulation under the necktube sleeve showed that it was
possible for radiation shield shorting to have occurred in the head disk
insulation around the necktube. For about the first ten layers of head
disk insulation, radiation shields overlapped the spacer material by about
1/4 inch and if compressed, as would be the case with the necktube sleeve
i in place, would touch and thermally short.
3.3.6 Ten Mil Paper Spacer Tests:
The thermal recovery test results for the system lowell fiber-
glass paper spacer and 1/l_mll aluminum foll radiation shields were sum-
satired in Table 7. The test results are presented in ter_m of heat flux
for the vmrious tests conducted, and a comparison is included with the
results obtained with the nominally 2-rail thick paper spacer. A total of
ten compression recovery cycles were employed. It will be seen that on
the basis of the heat flux, the 2-rail thick paper offers better thermal
performance in space. It is recommended, however, that additional tests
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insulation After Jacket Removal
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be performed with these and other spac+_r material candidates, preferably
in conjunction with dc 'b[e aluminized Mylar as a radiation s'hield material
in order to get a better understanding of the problems +,nvolved and also
to achieve a more optimum practical system.
Since the insulation application_ the test procedures, and
i app_eatus employed for this phrase of the program w_re the same as thesedescribed above, these will not be repeated here. Forty layers of in-
sulation were applied without bands, Layer densit'f was maintained by
I tension on the aluminum rolls..
In applying the insulation: it seemed croat the I0 rail spacer
was about as easy to h_ndle as was the 2-mil paper although it does seem
to have much greater strength. The fact that roughly h_If as many layers
are used would make insulation applicat'on much [_$'s |aborious.
The initial thermal performance test conducted prior to appl_ca-
tion of the flexible jacket resulted in a thermal cot_ductivity of between
4 and 5 x IC-5 Btu/h_-_t°R. This apparently represents a value _lose to
the optimum for this system (forty layers per inch wrappit_g density) and
is about i0 to 20% lower than eKpected. At forty layers per inch, the
density is 7.5 pounds per r.ubic foot. On the bas_s of the conductivity-density product, the performance of this system _s poorer than the 2-rail
spacer-aluminum system by a factor of more than 3. After jacketi_,.g and
compression cycling, the thermal performance w_J._;degraded by a factor of3.5 or greater degradation than haa previously been experienced wit _ the
2 rail-thick pa_er. The conductivity values are based on the insulation
thickness measured after removal of the jac|et _hic'h value is highly sus-pect since the eflects of compression due to the jacket and the time in-
volved are removed. This value_ therefore, sbould be viewed with suspicion.
l Because this. spacer material is less compressible and more rigid
than is the thinner material, the heat flux with the jacket under a one
atmosphere compressive load was only 136 Btu/hr with an insulation thick-hess of 0.275 inch. Compared with a measured 'he_t flux of ].74.5 Btu/hr
at an actual thickness of about .2l inch fcr the 2-mil system_ it is seen
.| that this heavier spacer has a_ advantage in heal: flux for the ground-hold
I period because of its greater thickness. The conductivity is the same for
either system. The compressed insulation system is shown in Figure 36.
I Figure 37 is a plot of layer density versus compressive pressure for the10-mil spacer. Equivalent data for the 2 mil spacer is included for com-
parison.
I These curves were determined from a flat plat ,_.pneumatic powered
tester and should be interpreted only as a direct comparison of the two
spacer systems as tested on this flat plate apparatus. The absolute valuesof thickness under zero load conditions, as shown, are not indicative of
values obtained on actual cylindrical vessels.
i The degree of degradation in thermal performance of the I0 mil
spacer is somewhat su'tpz_ing o'nce the matr-ial seems quite strong and
I resilient in handling_ which would lead one to ,uspect that its dimensionaland thermal repeatability would be quite good. At this point, tie avail-
able data do not permit a thorough evaluation of the physical process, but
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FIGURE 36
NECKTUBE SLEEVE
FIGIJt_ 36B
CYLINDRICAL PORTION
, Jacketed Test Vessel After Evacuation
Insulated With 10 Mil Dexiglas Paper
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two related theories have been proposed to explain this performance.
Banding was employed with the 2 rail-spacer system, but not for the 10-roll.
Although these bands are located about two feet apart, they may _mve
enough influence to obtain better thermal 1"ecovery. The other thought
is that the greater resilience of the lO-mil paper may make it tend to re-
cover physical aimensions better, but permanent set in the aluminum foils
may tend to exert a compressive pressure on the spacer. This compressive
pressure effect would oppose any inherent improvement in contact resistance
that might be experienced in repeated compression recovery cycles. Addi-
tional development work wlll be necessary to evaluate the potential validity
of these and other theories to permit rational explanation of the phenomenon
and optimization of a system.
i
i Review of the performance of the lO-mil thick system and compari-
son with the previous data indicates that while this material has the
advantage of better dimensional stability during compression cycling, itspoor thermal performance and heavier weight appca_ to ma_e it less suited
to this application than the thinner material, it was, therefore, recom-
i mended that 2-mil thick paper be utilized for the 105-inch tank and that
additional efforts be exercised to find a more optimum material.
Removal of the flexible Jacket and repetition of the thermal test
was not deemed meaningful since it was noted earlier in the program that
evacuation of the gas_filled insulation tends to inflate the layers somewhat,
reducing the layer density and resulting in lower heat leak than would beexperlenced in the actual case.
t
i
i
I
I
i
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4.0 PREDICTED FERFORMANCE OF 105-INCH DIAMETER TANK:
The design drawings for the NASA provided 105-1nch diameter tank
insulation system are attached as Appendix A. This section will describe
the thermal analysis and summarize the predicted performance of the sys-
tem. The following table lists a breakdown of the various contributions to
the heat in-leakage to the tank as designed.
TABLE 9
PREDICTED PERFORMANCE -- IO5-INCH DIAMETER TEST TANK*
- In Space Ground Hold Rigid
Uncompressed Comgre_-sed Jacket Weight
Basic Insulation 83.5 Btu/hr 4150 Btu/hr
Support Bands 12.7 _5
Total Thru Insula-
tion: 96.2 Btu/hr _195 Btu/hr
Fill Line 17.O 17.0 5.42 lbs.
Vent Line 9.5 3-6 5.h2
Instrument Line 18.3 18.3 5•k2
Dummy Line 17.0 17.0 5-_2
Struts (2 x 16.2) 32._ 32.4 20.0
A-Frame 7•i 7.i 21.91
Cold Jacket Joint 23.0 23.0
Total Di_ccntinu-
itles: 12_.3 Btu/hr l18.h Btu/hr
Total Heat Leak 220.5 Btu/hr h313 Btu/hr
It will be noted that the heat leak attributable to the insulation
I system itself is roughly equal to the heat leak through the various discon-tinuities during the in-spa¢_ condition, which is a desirable design pro-
portioning.The weights included in Table I _'nclude the vacuum Jackets,
f±ange assemblies, and the rigid connection between the vacuum Jacket and
the member being insulated. The weights do not include weight of the in-sulation nor weight of the discontinuity itself. The evacuation connections
are assumed to be self-supporting members attached merely for tests which
I woul_ not necessarily be on a flight article, therefore, they too are ex-cluded.
I 4.1 Insulation Heat Transfer:
As has been pointed out previously, it was decided to insulate
_! the 105-inch tank with seventy layers of 2-mil number 106 fiberglass paper
and 1/h_mil aluminum foil radiation shields at an applied layer density of
•In actual test of the 105-inch diameter the cold removed.
tank, joint was
|
I
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70 layers/Inch, l_arther development is needed to determine a more desir-
able spacer-radiatlon shield combination for this application, and to
determine the optimum applied layer density to achieve best performance
after compression-relaxation cycling. The small scale de_'elopment testing
reported in section 3.4 above indicate that a thermal conductivity of
3.5 x 10-5 Btu/hr-ft-°R and a relaxed layer density of 95 layers per inch
are reasonable to expect for this system after cycling. For an area of
300 ft2 and a temperature difference of 495_R, the heat flow through the
insulation is, then,
KA(T1-T2) 3°5 x i0-5 x 300 x 493 x 12
q -- x = 70/95 = 83.5 Btu/hr
for the case when the insulation is recovered in space.
During grol,nd hold when the insulat%on is compressed, the thermal
conductivity is 50 x 10-5 Btu/hr-ft-°R and the layer density is compressed
to 330 layers per inch. The heat leak then becomes
KA(TI-Te) 50 x I0"5 x 300 x 493 x 12
q = x = 70/330 = 4150 Btu/hr
Double filler bands are installed at two locations on the cylindrl-
c_l portion of the insulation to affect support and layer density control
during application of the insulation. As-applled, this results in a layer
density of 210 layers per Inch and a thermal cond_ctlvlty of 22 x 10-5
i Btu/hr-ft-°R for the space condition. Since this is above the relaxed den-
sity measured by test, no degradation is anticipated in this performance.
During ground hold, this will compress to a layer_density of 330 laye_ per
inch and a corresponding conductivity of 50 x 10"5 Btu/hr-ft-OR.
band width of 2-1/'8 inches, the contribution to heat transfer for . _.
i band areas is 12.7 Btu/hr with the insulation uncompressed, and 45 Btu/hrfor the insulation compressed.
4.2 Discontinuit_ Design :
Based on flexible Jacket development work it was concluded that
the vacuum integrity and reliability of the 105-inch diameter tank with
a single vacuum casing could be increased considerably by the use of rigid
Jackets over the piping, struts, and A-frame with a minimum sacrifice in
I weight. A rigid vacuum Jacket on the small-scale test apparatus and at-
I tache_ to the flexible lead-Mylar Jacket by means of a bolted 0-ring con-
nection. The O-ring flange compresses the insulation to a density of 140
layers per inch in order to prevent the flexible vacuum Jacket from being
i drawn under the flange and thereby damaged.
In order to enhance evacuation of the insulation system with a
very small weight penalty, an evacuation connection was installed at each
piping discontinuity and at the bottom over the adsorbent trap. Opacified
paper was employed to prevent thermal interaction between the discontinuities
and the basic tank insulation.|
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Helically-wrapped strips of insulation were used on the piping,
the struts, and the A_frame support rod. Alternate layers of radiation
shield_ and fibrous spacer were used in the first two cases while strips
i of opac!fied paper were used in the latter.
4.2.i Piping:
It was assumed that the pipes could be insulated for a distance
of 13.5 inches. Calculation of the heat leak through this insulated por-
tion of the pipe is a fin problem wherein the fin is insulated and placedin a hot well. The equation for the solution to this problem is as
follows :
I Q/Qo 2 = m L coth (m L)
where m ,.-ka _/..2
k = conductivity of support material = 6._2 Btu/hr-ft-°R
I c = circumference of support = o.785 ft@t :.-insulation thickness = 0.012 ft.
A --cross-sectional area of support = 3.83 x 10-3 + 7.6 x lO'Sn
I L = length of support = 1.125 ft.k = apparent conductivity of insulation = 2.64 x 10-5
a Btu/hr- ft- OR
I n = number of layers of insulation = i0
Q/Qo = ratio of total heat flow to conductive heat flow = 1.03
I The insulation was helically-wrapped in the form of 2-1/_-inch
wide strips of glass and 2-inch wide strips of .25 mil aluminum foil hel-
l ically-wrapped concurrently. This is done to extend the heat flow paththrough the aluminum foil from the warm end to the cold. In order to
further reduce heat flow along the foils, the cold layers are not extended
I as far up the pipes toward the warm end as are those on the outside. Also,at the connection to the cold tank the insulation is tapered. Ten layers
of helically-wrapped insulation are satisfactory for this application. The
I heat leak due to the solid conduction plus the contribution of the insulationis 13.5 Btu/hr.
To connect the pipe insulation with the basic tank alternate layerinsulation, opacified paper was used. Where it is uncompressed the leak/
is .03 Btuihr and where it is compressed under the vacuum Jacket flange, it
is .16 Btu/hr bared on therm_l conductivity values 28.8 x 10-5 and 14 x i0"_Btu/hr-ft-°R respectively. The opacified paper was initially installed in
the form of annular disks at a densit_*of 150 layers per inch for one inch
I of thickness. Uhder the flange this compresses to 300 layers per inch.
Radiation through the pipes was also considered. While the
I effective emissivity of the warm end and the cold end of the pipes is amatter of conjecture, a factor of .5 was used based upon the recommendation
of NASA CR-54190, "Design and Optimization of Space Thermal Protection
Ii for Cryogens-Analytical Techniques and Results," by Jacques M. Bonneville.The radiation in each pipe was calculated to be 3.31 Btu/hr.
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It has been assumed that the instrumentation line and the dummy
I line are evacuated so that convection is no problem in them. An additionalheat leak of 1.23 Btu/hr due to conduction will be experienced throL_h the
four instrumentation lines.
Since the vent line will always be open, there will be refriger-
ation recovered from the effluent gases. This effect reduces the solid
i conduction through this line by 56% for the insulation uncompre_sed and99% when the insulation is compressed.
4.2.2 Struts :
I
The analysis of the thermal performance for the struts is es-
sentially the same as that for the piping. Here the condut'tlon down eachstrut considered as a fin in a hot well is 14.9_ Btu/hr. In the compressed
area of opacified paper under the flange, the heat leak is 1.11 Btu/hr.
In the uncompressed annular azea it is .08 Btu/hr.
4.2.3 A-Frame :
i For analysis purposes it has been asstmM:d that the alumJnum
portion of the A-frame is entirely at liquid hydrogen temperature. This
assumption while conservative is quite realistic since the resistance toheat flow through the A-fram many o ders of mag itude lower than i is
either through the insulation or through the titanium load rod. One-half
I inch (75 layers) of opacified paper was chosen to insulate this .ortion.It is most simple to install at five layers at a t me in the form f blan-
kets and will result in a heat leak of 1.71 Btu/hr. Where the A-frame at-
taches to the tank opacified paper was again used extending out to theinside of O-ring flang . This area contributes 0.5 Btu/hr. The load-
bearing portion of the insulation was constructed by interleaving an sn-
unlar disk of paper in the same shape and width as the flange and buttingp gain t the lready install d b nd for each l yer of insulation. The
excess paper was held in place by adhesive tape. The heat leBk in this
I support area is 3.49 Btu/hr.
The thermal analysis of the load rod was conducted in the same
manner as that described above. However, because of the small rod diameter,
and low thermal conductance, 2-inch wide strips of opacified paper were
helically wrapped on to the load rod to replace the alternate layer helically-
wrapped insulation. The heat leak down this rod is 1.76 Btu/hr.
_.2.4 Cold Jacket Joint:
In the area around the manhole cover, where the flexible Jacket
is attached to the tank wall, the Jacket forms a direct heat short to the
tank. Since the same is true for the insulation panel covering the manholecover, a double thickness of the laminate must be considered in thermal
analysis. The thermal conductivity of lead based on data contained in the
i N.B.S. Compendium is 22.2 Btu/hr-ft-@R between 20°K and 200°K. For theannulus 36 i ches outside and 2_ inches inside diameter, the heat leak is
thus 23 Btu/hr.
I
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_.0 APPLICATION:
Application of the Super Insulation system and the flexible Jacket
I to the NASA provided lOS-inch diameter tank is described in detail on thedrawings attached as Appendix I. This section will be devoted to a brief
description of the procedures and recommendations for improvement.
I 5.1 Insulation Application:
I The lOS-inch diameter test tank is shown in Figure 38. The tankis aupported by the two struts shown in the photograph and an A-frame located
Just below the upper girth weld on the opposite side. Four piping penetrations
are provided; fill and drain line, vent line, instrtnnentation line, and
W dummy. 'i_efirst two are visible in the photograph. At the ti:e of insulation,
stub enls of each pipe consisting of aluminum to stainless steel transition
I Joints were installed. Figure 38 shows the tank installed in the hydrotestfacility in t vertical position w ich is i s test position. The water line
can be seen passing through the manhole cover.
5.1.1 Cylindric_! Wrap:
I In order to apply the insulation to the cylindrical portion of thetank, it was installed with its axis horizontal in a wrapping fixture. The
drive was attached to the bolt circle for the manhole cover as shown in
I Figure 39. The other end was supported by a spider ring shown in Figure 40.
g
Two rolls of aluminum foil (visible in Figure 39) and two rolls of
i fiberglass paper were located on opposite sides of the tank and wrapped ons multaneously. Also shown are the two bands consisting of two thicknesses
of spacer material and one band of 2-mil aluminum which were rolled into the
I insulatiou. These were installed to maintain layer density and to providecuppor during insulation app ication nd are ocated ex to the gi th welds.
It was originally intended that the holes in the insulation for thepiping penetrations would be tr panned by s arpen d cylindrical cutters
located over the dissimilar metal Joints. However, because the overlap in
I the two aluminum rolls occurred at the same place, it was found necessary tocut each hole individually during wrapping. This required two additional
men. Tape was applied on either side of the penetrations in the aluminum
foil to prevent tearing and effect the envelope support. If rolls ofaluminum of the size neede to provid suffici nt ove lap on the ends and
still keep the oMerlap area away from the penetrations can be obtained, it
I is reco_ended that the trepanning method be further evaluated.
The actual rolls of aluminum foil used had been damaged in
handling and storage so that numerous tears started where the edges had beenbruised. This necessitated frequent s opping of the wrapping operation, and
consequent relaxation of the band tension. Near the end of the wrapping
I process, the lower band snapped causing an unkown degree of relaxation inthat band. It as folmd that, although the air pressur to the b nd brakes
had been kept constant, the tension had about doubled therby causing the
: |' failure. The tooling should be examined to determine the reason for this
I increase in braking force. Since the as-applied layer density after wrapping
was adequately close to the desired 70 layers per inch however, the resulting
ii _ band tension was cc_idered satisfactory.
i !
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The details of "thealuminum, glass, and band tooling are shown in
Figures 41 and 42.
The overbanging insulation at the bulkheads should be supported
by a cylinder of cardboard taped to the heads during the cylindrical wrap
to prevent damage to the material. At the time of this operation, however,
no suitable material for this purpose could be located. As an expedient,
the spider ring was relied upon to provide support on the bottom end, and a
triangle of cardboard cushioned by folded paper as shown in Figure 43 on the
top end. While the resulting damage did not effect the insulation thermal
performance, pinholes in the foil and glass did make interleaving of the
head discs more difficult, and the use of a continuous .cylinder on each end
I is recommended for any future operations of this kind.
5.1.2 Bulkhead Insulation:
I After completion of the cylindrical wrap, a tooling ring was
slipped over the insulation and attached to the tapped holes around the
piping penetrations as shown in Figure 44. This ring was supported onadjustable rollers on the floor. The spider ring attached to the lower
bulkhead was then removed. Some trouble was experienced with binding
between the tooling ring and the supporting rollers, but this has beenattributed to misalignment and can be corrected.
For the lower bulkhead, a 96-inch diameter blanket of 70 layers ofinsulation was prepared and applied one layer at a time. As shown in
Figure 45, each of these head discs w_s taped to the corresponding overlap
area of the cylindrical insulation. The tank was indexed in rotation whilethis operation was taking place so that the work could always be done at
the top of the tank. As each layer was applied the overlap area was smoothed at
i hand. White gloves were worn to limit contamination of the insulation andto prevent tearing. 0nly very limited bulking resulted in this area as shown
in Figures 46 and _7.
After the first head disc had been applied to the lower bulkhead_
a hole was cut over the opening in the Molecular Sieve trap, and the trap
was filled. The hole was then repaired with adhesive tape. This was doneto reduce the moisture loading on the Molecular Sieve.
Since provision had to be made for the manhole in insulating thetop bulkhead, and since the fixture drive apparatus was installed to support
and rotate the tank during the operation, it was found most convenient to
split each layer through its centerline and apply the discs one half at atime. It was also found necessary to tape each foil to the tank at the
center. This tape was later cut to avoid any impairment of the thermal
I performance. (The effect of this tape without cutting would have been lessthan one Btu/hour, and after cutting is negligible). Figure 48 shows the
completed top bulkhead insulation, and Figure 49 shows a detail of the area
I around the manhole before the tape was cut. Again only limited buildup inthickness resulted.
'If' _.i.3 InsulationRepalr:
While adjusting the support rollers under the tank, a hole was
il
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i inadvertsut2y punched in the outer layers of insulation about midway between
the bands, To affect repair, an X-shaped cut was made in t,_einsulation,
one laver at a time. It was found that the damage went down about twenty
I layers deep. shaped pieces fiberglass were in each
Cross of then installed
lsyer to prevent shorting between adjacent radiation shields as shown in
_igure 50. The radiation shields were taped back together.
_.!.4 Penetration Insulation:
i The original intent was to fill the void between the
cylindrical
insulation and the helically wrapped i_.sulation on the penetraT.ions _.ith
,_ opacified paper. The holes in tl_e cylindrical insulation, howe_er, were
,_ "ut with an electric carving knife res,D_ting in a ragged cut with very
significant shorting between rad.iatic.'_shields s_ shown in Figure 51. To
prevent this effect, appropriate bl_ _,_ of opacified paper were cut and
interleaved with the cylindrical in atlo_, While this operation was time
consuming, it was felt necessary to eliminate an _.rea of doubtful ins_Alation
performance. Interleaving of these b!ani'_sa_c.c '','?stm.t is shown in
Figure 52.
The piping and struts were insulated with ten layers of insulating
material applied two layers at a time in strips two inches wide helically
•,_rapped along the penetrating member. This is shown in Fig_ire 53.
The A-frame was inm_lated with blankets of opacified paper precut
I to the proper shape and applied five layers at a time. The load rod was
helically wrapped with opacified paper because of its small diameter. The
completed insulation _s shown in Figure 54.
5.1.5 ins_lation Layer Density:The as-applied layer density is shown on Table lO. The location
of these measurements is shown on Figure 5,_.
The insulation density as applied was remarkably aniform
considering the difficulties experienced in stopping and starting the
i wrapping tooling because of tears in the foil, and the large head sheetsthat had to be interleaved. Bulking was limited to only a small area in
the overlap regions of the heads. The bul_ing on the upper head was somewhat
! less than that on the lower head probably because of the location of the
mm_hole and the attachment of the insulation at that point.
I The area of insulation around the Molec_tlar Sieve trap wasperforated with a sharp needle when the layer density measurements were
taken.
J
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TABLE i0
AS-APPLIED INSULATION DENSITY MEASUREMENTS
i (See Figure 55 For Locations) '
Location Thickness Location Thickness
l I-</8" 9 i-i/16"
2 2-3/16" I0 2-1/8"
3 I-i/16" !l i-i/16"
i 4 7/8" 12 1-1/16"
5 1-1/16" 13 7/8"
6 2-1/2" 14 2-3/8"
? i-7/8" ]-5 2-_/8"
8 7/8"
m
!
|
J
|
i
|
|
!
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5.2 Flexible Jacket
kfter th_ insulation system had been applied to the 105 inch diameter
tank a siugle layer of I0 mil thick fiberglass paper was applied over the entire
tank insulation. This was done in order to facilitate evacuation under the com-
pressed jacket.
A 105 inch diameter bulkhead was modified to provide the tooling for
vacuum forming of the bulkhead jackets. A 114 inch diameter flange was welded
to the bulhead and a neoprene gasket glued to that flange. The e,Tacuation port
was installed at the bottom. 'Thebulkhead was lined with fiberglass cloth to
preclude penctrating the jacket material with speck:_ of dirt. It was found
i that absolute cleanliness was mandatory.
Lead Mylar blanks in the form of double cones were fabricated of flat
material. These were leakchecked visually by placin_ a light behind them andany pinholes that were noted were patched. For vacuum forming_ each blank_ 114
inches at its base diameter_ was installed in the vacuum forming fixture with
the apex touching the evacuation port. The blanks had previously been fabricatedusing Schjeldahl GT i00 Jhes ve cu ed in a water-cooled heat sealer. The bl nks
were supported around the edges by a neoprene faced ring held in place by a
number of "C" clamps. It was found that a small vacuum leak existed at theapex of the cone in each case _nd it w s necessary to pour a small amount of
water in the cone to facilitate its evacuation. After the blanks had been
stretched by vacuum forming in aboet I0 to 15 minutes the entire form stillund r vacuum w s baked in an oven a 170°F for o e hour. The material itself
reached a temperature of 140°F. Upon removing the apparatus from the oven
| and breaking back the vacuum _lere was _ slight springback noted. There was
minor wrinkling at the edges which w_ easily smoothed with a hand iron.
Three bulkhead insulation jackets were formed. A cutout was made atthe apex of on for the ma ho e c ver and a s cond for an evacuation port at
the bottom of the tank. The third was kept as a spare. Figure 56 shows the
I top bulkhead jacket installed over the insulation of the 105 inch diameter tank.The line formed by the edge of the di vacuum f rming is clearly evid nt.
The radius of curvature of the jacket_ because it was formed in a 105 inch
diameter die is smaller than the outside diameter of the installed insulation.Larg r tooling would be built if more than on tank wer to be insulated. How-
ever the general shape conforms to the insulation and the minor amount of
wrinkling resulting from this discrepancy was not felt to be serious.
The cylindrical part of the tank was jacketed using five pieces of
lead Mylar cut out fo, the penetrations. One of these is seen hanging on theft hand side f the tank in Figure 56. Th vertical seams were made as lap
joints by folding over the jacket material and sealing the joints with the
water cooled six inch heat sealer. The circumferential dimension was purposelym d tw inches over size in order to ac ount for the heat sealing operati n.
A completed joint is shown in Figure 57. Because of the folding over operation
I to get the joint into the heat sealer jaws and prior to evacuation it will ben ted that each joint formed a lip. Ag in the resulting wrinkl llg was not
considered serious.
I T joints were made between the bulkhead jackets and the cylindrical
portion. This operation is shown in the photograph of Figure 58 where the
I six inch long water cooled heat sealer is being used to cure this joint. _qopasses were made for al joints to assure vacuum integrity. All _oints were
made with Schjedahl GT i00 adhesive.
F
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While the jacket was being assembled a tear developed around one of
the penetrations. This was caused by the weight of the jacke, naterial hanging
on the penetration and should be eliminated during future operations by better
support of the jacket material until the insulation system is evacuated. The
tear was easily repaired with a patch_ heatsealed in place with a hand iron.
in order to simplify the jacket design rigid metal vacuum jackets
were designed and fabricated for each of the penetrations (piping_ struts
and A frame). Figure 59 shows an insulated strut ready for the application
of its jacket. An 'O' ring seal was used to connect the rigid vacuum jacket
to the flexible bag and also to connect it to the platp shown on the warm
end of the strut° Figure 60 shows one of the piping penetrations with its
i jacket in place and with the bolted '0' ring connections tightened. Figure61 shows the completed jacket in the evacuated condition and shows some of
the various penetrations. The A frame is indicated on the right hand side
of the tank and a strut on the lower left hand side. Two piping penetrations
are visible.
In order to permit access to the inside of the tank a separate insula-t_oa panel was provided for the manhole cover area. The top bulkhead jacket
was cut away to the outside diameter of the manhole cover. This jacket was
bonded to the tank itself with NARMCO 7343/7139 adhesive. The aluminum tankwall in that area was etched prior to bonding. This ]oint_ with some
wrinkling evident_ is shown in Figure 6_ The joint was cured by means of
weights placed on top of a wooden weight ring which had been neoprene faced.The wrinkling did not causedetectible vacuum leaks.
Th_ installed manhole insulation pane[ is shown in Figure 63. _'
_" _ _ v_ was =, _.L_eu to t_is pane_. The _oint between _-
manhole insulation panel an the basic tank insulation was made by NAPMCO
7343 adhesive using a fiber,,_ass cloth reinforcement. After several applica-tions this proved to be leaktight.
_{i _ 5.3 Evacuation? Leak Detection and Repair
Evacuation and leak detection of the flexible jacketed insulationsystem proved to be an extremely time consuming and tedious process because
_ of the apparent poor gaseous conduction and becaus_ of gas leakage into the vacuum
_ j space. Because of this_ the evacuation rate within the insulation was very slow.
I A number of leaks were fo,_nd in the _acket primarily due to Finholes and scratches
_ These were repaired by Armstrong A-12 or Goodyear G207 adhesive; however_ most of the
leakage problems were in areas other than the jacket itself such as faulty O-Ring in-st llations_ leaking bellows_ etc. When all of the major leaks ha_ been repaired t was
found that the system could be pumped down from one atmosphere to the hundreds
of microns residual gas pressure range in a few hours as was predicted.
The evacuation and leak detection apparatus is shown with the 105
in, h diameter test tank in the evacuated condition in Figure 64. A Veeco MS 9Leak Detector was employed. When the residual gas pressure was high_ a mixture
of helium and air was used and the leak detector was connected in parallel with
• m the vacuum pump through the tee shown. Four evacuation ports at the penetra-
! tions were employed with a separate evacuation port in the bottom head and
in the manhole cover (not shown in photograph). A plenum chamber was incl,*ded
• _ in the evacuation system.
The evacuation process was probably further complicated by residual
! _ moisture in the molecular sieve trap altO-ugh it is impossible to estimate the
• I\ extent of this complication. An air heater_ shown in Figure 65_ was used to
f
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i purge the tank itself and elevate the temperature of the sieve trap to drive offthe wa er. However_ the actual inside temperature of the tank could not be ?
elevated safely to more than 130°F. This temperature is marginally adequate to
dry the 'ieve bed after it had been exposed to the atmosphere for about four
I months from the time the sieve was installed until the evacuation procedure w_s
begun. _
For leak detection an area of the tank jacket was covered with a
plastic fihn taped in place. The area between this film and the jacket itself _
I was then purged with helium and the insulation was evacuated either with aleak detector in parallel with the vacuum pumping system if the pressure was
high or later when the residual gas pressure was low enough directly through the
I leak detector. If a helium indication was sensed by the leak detector, asm ller portion o the area iti lly "b gged" was covered s shown in Figure 66.
Using this procedure at elevated pressures (in the millimeter range) with the
helium leak detector in parallel with the vacuum pump and with mixtures of heliumand air a very poor se sltivity resulted and only the larges leaks could be
discovered. Later when the pressure was dow_ in the micron range_ better
resolution was experienced with only the i_ detector pumping on the insula-
tion space. Another problem was caused by ;t,e poor _es conductance through
the compressed insulation. When a leak was discovered_ helium would permeate _
through the insulation material and take a considerable length of time to bepu ged out thro gh the v cuum pumping system. This made leak detection a
very tedious matter.
One significant problem that was encountered and solved was delamina-
tion of the jacket material in stressed areas. This occurred in the A frame i
area where the insulation compressed at the edges of the rigid jacket Gaus_ngthe jacket ma erial to stret h and d lamina e. The same problem occurred
around the strut installations. The problem was solved by backfilling the in- !
sulation with dry nitrogen and opening the damaged connection. Fiberglassmaterial as stuffed in behind th jacket which permanently compressed the _
insulation locally and provided support for the flexible vacuum jacket. The i
delamination was repaired by injecting adhesive between the Mylar film andthe lead foil. This was cured by means of a hand iron. After the repair, when
the insulation space was evacuated, wrinkling in this area was also relieved by
| means of a hand iron. In future work, this problem must be faced and any areas
I of potential stress of the jacket material must be considered in the design.
When the leak detection phase was completed and the test tank was ready forinstallation _.nthe v cuum chamber a hole was inadv rtently gouged in the
Jacket penetrating the insulation as shown in Figure 67. In order to effect
repair_ the damaged insulation was cut OUt by a circular knife and a plug offiberglass inst lled a shown in Fig res 68 and 69. No effort was made to
interleave the insulation since such a small area was involved. A patch was
then ironed on over the jacket as shown in Figure 70 and the insulation re-evacuated, i
I Another serious mishap occurred during the first attempted altitudetest, There was hyd ogen ga leakage aroun the manhole coqer _eal at the top
of the tank under the insulation. The resulting over-pressure under the man-
I hole cover insulation tore the Jacket apart and damaged a number of Iayers o_insulation as can be seen in Figure 71. In or_er to make a ore reliable
syatem_ a doubler was welded around the manhole cover to preclude leakage in
I that area. New insulation materials were interleaved over the top bulkheadreplacing the original separate manhole cover pane_. This new interleaving
caused a buildup in thicknes_ of the insulation in that area, As a result the
I
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bulkhead jacket was too _mall and a gusset had to be added between the bulkhead
jacket and the cylindrical jacket. This double seam is visible in Figure 72. A
tee joint was made in _he manhole cover area as can be seen in Figure 73. _he
resulting system eliminated the manhole cover i_su]_on panel and the cold Joint
between the jacket ._terial and the tank. There was thus one single insulation
system for the entire tank with a co_on vacuum.
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6.0 LARGE SCALE TEST
6.1 . Facility Description
All tests were conducted at NASA Marshall Space Flight Center Test
Laboratory High Vacuum Chamber. The facility basically consists of a 15' diameter
by 20' high stainless steel vacuum chamber with associated vacuum pumping and
liquid hydrogen handling systems depicted in Figure 74. The chamber is made in
two parts; the chamber proper and a flanged dome. The test tank attaches to
the dome along with the necessary support hardware as shown in Figure 75. This
module concept facilitates tank and component attachment while the dome is in
place over the storage bay portion of the test facility. Structurally the stand
is designed in two equal bays; the bay _hich permanently houses the vacuum
chamber and the storage bay in which the test _pparatus connections are made.
The stand is divided into four different level_. On the lower level the vacuum
pumping system is located on a concrete support pad. The second level provides
access to the vacuum chamber sidewall penetration flanges and the test tank
lower half when in the storage bay. The third level also provides access to the
chamber sidewall and the upper test tank wheD in the storage bay. The fourth
or top level allows access to the chamber dome. At this level the hydrogen fill !
and the hardware connections are made to the dome after attaching the test hardware.
The vacuum pumping system includes four 50,000 liter per second delusion
pumps, a 5,000 cubic ft. per minute Roots blower and a 500 cubic ft. per minute
roughing pump. At atmospheric pressure the roughing pump begins the chamber
pump down_ pumping the 3_500 cubic foo_ chamber in about two hours to ten milli-
meters of mercury. At this pressure the Roots blower automatically starts and
continues to pump the chamber down to the low micron pressure range in about 45
minutes when the diffusion pumps are turned on. The diffusion pumps which take
approximately one hour to reach peak pumping speed then continue to pump the _
chamber down into the 10-7 millimeter mercury range with the chamber clean_ dry J
and empty. "_
Liquid nitrogen is fed into the test tank by a three inch vacuum
jacketed fill line which enters the chamber through the dome. The hydrogen vent
gases are allowed to escape through a 3" vent llne except during those periods
when the boiloff is being metered by venting the vent gases through a flowmetering
<'_, system situated in parallel to the 3" vent. This system has 8 flowmeters mounted _I
in parallel which measure the bo_ioff rate. The vent line has a 34 psig safety 1
_ bursting disk which protects th_ system from overpressurization. Hydrogen is
;_ supplied to the tankage by either a 7_800 or 123000 gallon trailer with remote i
tanking capability which allows liquid transfer while all personnel are in a
safety barricaded area.
_ Figure 76 shows the test tank attached to the d_med head of the chamber !
i ready for admission to the chamber. The insulation is evacuated and compressed, i
The instrumentation output during these tests included 150 channels of
information, of which I00 were temperatures_ 30 pressure measurements_ 8 flows_19 combustible gas detectors_ and 12 liquid level and miscellaneous measurements
(see Figures 77 through 84). All temperature measurements with the exception of
• | 13 inte_.! liquid measurements and 11 external skin measurements utilized copper
i constantan thermocoup es referenced to liquid nitrogen temperatures. The 24
_ internal &_d skin mea_ _rements utilized Rosemont temperature bulbs. All pressure
i l measurements with the exception of the vacuum gaglng utilized Statham strain gagetransducers. The eight flowmeters used were situated in a parallel manifold.
_ Seven of these meters were Oox t_rblne type flowmeters_ while the eighth was a
_ [ Cox rotometer. The range c_pabillty of these meters gave a span from 3/4 to
i 250 ACD_. A heat exchanger, in series with the flowmeter manlfold_ maintained
.................................... I II I IIIIIIlll .......................... | ..............................................
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the boiloff gas at a nominal temperature of 80°F during all tests, General
cI Monitor combustible gas detectors monitored the hydrogen gas level and were
set to sound an audible alarm at 2 per cent hydrogen by volume.
• The insulation pressures were measured by using National Research
Corporation (NRC) type 521 thermocouple gages in the I mm Hg _o I x 10 -3 _m
Hg range; NRC 524 cold cathode gages were used in the i x 10-J to I x i0-° mm
Hg range. A remote vacuum pressure monitoring system assembled by the Cook
Vacuum Company was used to measure chamber pressure at two chamber positions,
This chamber system used NRC 553 hot filament ionization gages and NRC 530
alphatron gages operating in the I x 10-3 to i x I0-9 mm Hg and atmosphere to
i x 10 -3 mm Hg ranges_ respectively.
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6.2 TEST RESULTS
6.2.1 Large Scale Test Program Objectives
The primary objective of the large scale test program of the insulated
105 inch diameter test tank was to determine the performance of a Linde insulation
system at altitude which system was representative of a realistic space hydrogen
tank. Secondary objectives included determination of the insulation performance
during the ground hold phase; the effects of heat leaks through the various pene-
trations; the pressure level obtainable within the insulation and the effects of
purging with ambient temperature and elevated temperature helium gas on ultimate
insulation performance.
6.2.2 Ground Hold Test
Two ground hold tests were conducted: one with the tank in the vacuum
chamber and vacuum chamber filled with dry nitrogen gas but vented to the
atmosphere and the second with the tank mounted outside the chamber in an ambient
air environment. Boiloff rates of 33 Ibs/hr. and 32 ibs/hr, respectively were
measured. This is con3iderably higher than the predicted value of 22.5 Ibs/hr.
for the ground hold condition. The temperature and pressure data for the first
of these tests is shown in Figures 85 and 86. It w%ll be noted that the pressures
during the first test were in the range of one millime_er throughout the test
until time 170 minutes when a large leak developed in the vacuum jacket. This
high pressure explains the high boiloff rate. In the second ground hold test,
no such leak was found but it is probable that fairly high pressures were ex-
perienced also.
6.2.3 Altitude Tests
A total of four tests were conducted with the insulated test tank in
the chamber and the chamber evacuated to simulate long term altitude performance.
The results of these tests are tabulated in Table ii and the pertinent available
data shown in Figures 87 through 95,
In the first test (C-012-29) the insulation was :.nitially evacuated and
maintained in that condition throughout the test. The ch_aber was purged with
dry nitrogen and evacuated to a pressure of aLout .05 micTons. A total boiloff
of about 1.8 Ibs/hr. was measured by the flowmetering apgaratus. When adjust-
ments are made for heat leak effects of penetrations, a thermal performance i
described as K/X of 1.65 x 10-3 BTU/hr.ft.sq.°R is noted. This compares with a
predicted value of 0.6 x 10-3 BTU/hr.ft.sq.°R. Unfortunately the capacitance
device for measuring the position of the vacuum Jacket was ineperative
during these tests and therefore the thickness of the insulation can only be
estimated by means of the tPermal performance measurements. Assuming that the
thermal conductivity - layzr density relationship shown in Figure i and the
results of small scale tests apply, the apparent layer density for this test
was 133 layers/inch (a thickness of 0.53 inches) and the thermal conductivity
was 7.3 x 10-5 BTU/hr.ft.°R. Such performance seems realistic considering the
fact that the insulation had been cycled between zero and one atmosphere on
numerous occasions and was compressed for the most part over a 18 month period
prior to the test. This fact coupled with the effects of repair of the insula-
tion around the top of the bulkhead and other repairs would be expected to
cause a thermal conductivity higher _han predicted.
It was next desired to determine the effects on long term performance
of purging the insulation system with ambient temperature helium gas prlor to
the hydrogen fill (Test C-012-30). The performance data obtained as shown in
Table Ii indicate that little significant difference in thermal performance was
I
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TABLE ll _
SUMMARY OF LARGE SCALE TEST RESULTS* _
Test No. C-012- 29 30 31 34
2
Precondition Insulation Evacuated Ambient High Temp. High Temp.
Helium Helium Helium
Precondition Chamber Nitrogen Air Helium Helium
Helium
Boiloff Rate (Vented)
i (#/hr.) 1.8 2.0 0.9 1.2
Total Flowrate (#/hr.) 1.8 2.0 6.0 7.7
I Fill Line Closed Closed Leaking Leaking
i Jacket Surface Temp.(°F) 33 37 35 -
Chamber Wall Temp. (°F) 44 46 45 -
I Insulation Pressure (GHg) 0.45 0.35 0.50 8.0
i_ Chamber Pressure (_Hg) 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
Ullage Pressure (psig) 0.8 0.9 - 0.7
Apparent k/x (BTU/hr.ft.2°R) 1.65 x 10-3 1.9 x 10-3
(Predicted value = 0.6 x 10-3)
_i_ Apparent Layer Density(Layers/Inch) 120 125
; Apparent Thickness (Inches) 0.59 0.56
._" Apparent Thermal Conductivity 7.3 x 10-5 8 x 10-5
. _ (BTU/hr.ft.°R)
*See Table 9, page 82, for a breakdown of the predicted results.
Note that the cold Joint was not employed during these tests so
that the contribution due to discontinuities should be 101.3
Btu/hr. and the total predicted heat leak should be 197.5 Btu/hr(I.0 Ibs/hr).
!
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obtained. This is to be expected because the data were taken some 2,000 minutes
| into the test (as was true of the previous test also), well after the helium gas
! had been pumped out of the insulation space. Since the results are so similar,
it can be concluded that little or no "fluffing" action resulted from the purge
and a recovered insulation thickness and apparent thermal conductivity similarto that experienced previously resulted.
The third test was conducted to determine the effects, if any, ofpurging the insulation system with elevated t mperature helium gas (250°F).
During this test however difficulty was experienced with the fill valve located
in the liquid line inside the test tank. It was determined that this valvedid not seat properly and was leaking. Because of this leaky valve, a total
flow rate of 6#/hr. of hydrogen was experienced based on the liquid level
measurements; however, only about l#/hr, of this flow actually went throughthe turbine metering system. As shown in Table II, if one assum s that the
turbine meters are measuring all of the boiloff gas and if these data are ad-
I justed to account for the change in heat leakage through the fill line and therapid change in ullage due to the leakage, a thermal performance much better
than experienced previously would be surmised. However, as noted in the tabu-
I fated data, the surface temperatures of the insulation do not indicate a per-ormance much different han that which had been previously exper enc d. It
must therefore be concluded that most of the change in apparent performance is
| due to boiloff gases being entrained within the effluent liquid. The tempera-| ture profile of the fill penetration shown in Figure 92 does verify the existence
of liquid hydrogen in the filling line during the test. It is therefore felt
I that the thezmml performance of the insulation during this test was notsignificantly diff ent than the previo s tests and no effect can be a tributed
_ to the high temperature helium purge.
I Because of the problems experienced with the fill and drain valve,
the high temperature helium purge test was.repeated and essentially the same
_ data resulted with the valve leaking once again. The somewhat higher total
flow and flow through the vent meters ,my be attributable to the higher in-
_ sulation vacuum pressure. Again, however, no definitive conclusions can be
i_ _ reached regarding the effect of the high temperature purge.
,_ Referring to the simplified test flow schematic shown in Figure 96
i/"_ with the fill valve No. 3 leaking and the fill bleed valve No. 2 open, one
would expect that the majority of the flow from the tank would be caused by
i_ gravity head to flow through the fill line, vaporize and bypass the metering
'| system as was actually experienced. However, it was also noted that with the| same condition except with the fill bleed valve closed, an increase in total
boiloff resulted. This is probably due to a percolating effect within the
1 fill llne but there is no data to prove this point.
m
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APPENDIX I
Design Drawings for 105 inch Diameter Test Tank
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5. POSITION TWO FOIL ROLLS AND FIXTURES ON THE OPPOSITE SIDE
AND ALPGN ROLLS SO AS TO GIVE A TWO INCH OVERLAP ON THE FOIL.
i 6. ATTACH A LIFTING RODo TWO INCH ALUMINUM PIPE TEN FEET LONG,TO THE TANK AT THE WELD SEAMS WITH CELLULOSE TAPE, ITEM 9,
:_ 7. TAPE FOIL ROLLS, (,ITEM ]) TO A DUllY CONTAINER, ROTATE FOR
_' APPROXIMATELY |-I/2 TURNS, TAPE ON THE GLASS(ITEM 27)
_._:_' AND PROCEEDWITH ROLLING ON A NINETY LAYER BLANKET (20
_c: SPARE LAYERS) AT 1 TO 3 RPM°S (ADJUSTING THE SPEED TO
MAINTAIN TENSION ON THE FOIL ROLLS (ITEM I).
8. DURING WRAPPING, TAPE FOIL OVERLAP SEAM ;_r 24 INCH INTERVALS
TO HOLD FOIL TOGETHERDURING HEAD DISK CUTT1NG AND APPLICATION.
K
9. AF.TER COHPLETING WRAPPING, CUT GLASS AND FOIL AND T_PE ENDS
! TO PREVENT UNROLLING. ROTATE TANK UNTIL THE LIFTING ROD IS
J ON THE TOP.
i] 10. SLIT THE INSULATION BLANKET LONGITUDINALLY'AT THE BOTTOM. A
1
' .,,.,_ SHARP ELECTRI(; CARVJNG KNIFE MAY BE USED. REMOVETHE INSULATION
WITH THE LIFTING R00 A_ID LAY FLAT ON A SMOOTHWORKTABLE.
' 11. CUT OUT TOP AND BOTTOMHEAD DISKS AND MANHOLECOVER OISKSe AS
it PER SODS.1, 2 AND9. AN ELECTRIC CARVING KNIFE MAY BE USED.
D C. CYLINDRICAL PORTION INSULATION
5, 7., TRIM ONE FULL GLASS ROLL (ITEM 3) TO A 64 INCH WIDTH. SAVE
' THE REMAINING PORTION. THE GLASS ROLL CAN BE EFFICIENTLY
:_ CUT ON A EANO SAW BUT. THE BLADE AND SAW ROLLS SHOULD BE
CLEANED WITH ACETONE TO REMOVEANY CREASE OR OIL.BEFORE USE. '|
_] 3. ASSEMBLE GLASS ROLLS (ITEMS 2 AND J) AND FOIL ROLLS (_ITEM 1).
AND SUPPORT FIXTURES PER $0-17. ASSEMBLE GLASS ROLLS (ITEFI '_)
• AND FOIL ROLLS (ITEM 5) IN BANDING FIXTURE,_ PER S0-17.
!,_ 4. POSITION GLASS _UPPORT FIXTURES AND FOIL SUPPORT FIXTURES ANDBANDFIXTURESPERSO-17ANDINSULATION DRAWING 0-612721,
t] 6. SET ALUHINUM FOIL BANOS (ITEM 5) TENSION TO 22 POUNDS BY
_v-, PULLING ON THE BAND'AT A CONSTAIJT SPEED WITH A SPRING SCALE
i WHILE ADJUSTING BAND AIR BRAKES. CAREFULLYALIGN FOIL ANDGLASS SUPPORT FIXTURES BI' LEVELING FIXTURES AND MAKING SURE
' THEY ARE PARALLEL WITH THe: VESSEL. SECURE ALL _.OCK NUTS
| AND SET SCREWSON THE SUPPORT FIXTURES TO AVOID ANY HOVE-
I HENT DURING WRAPPING.
,IIWI h TITt,llI '
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_. PAINT FIVE FOOT SECTIONS OF THE BANO_ AND CORRESPONDING
VESSEL RCUMFERENC[WITH ADHESIVE (tTEM 81 AND ALLOW TO
I DRY FOR 15) MINUTES. FIRP,LY ROLL THE BANDS ONTO rH[ TANK '
l WITH A ROLLER APPROXIHATELY TWO INCHES WIDE, .ROTATE THETANK HAKING ANY ALIGNHENT ADJUSTMENTSURTIL THE BANDS HAVE
I TRACK[O"FOR ONE COI4PLETETURN.
I 7. HARK TNE BAND TRACK LOCATIONS ON THE TANK, REMOVETHE ROLLEDBANDINB WITH ACETONE ANO REATTACH BANDS TO TANK, PER STEP 5.
8. AT THIS TIHE, ESTABLISH LOCATIONS ON THE TANK HEAD TO LOCATE| THE PROTRUSION CUTOUTSAFTER THE VESSEL IS INSULATED, •
• e
! 9. TAPE (ITI_H 9) FOIL ROLLS (ITEM 1) TO TJ_IK AND ROTATE FOR 1-1/2
l TURNS, TAPE (ITEH 9) THE GLASS ROLLS (ITEMS 2 ANO Jl) TO
ALUHINUH FOIL (ITEM 1) TAPE { ITEM 9) THE GLASS ROLLS (tT[I_ l_)! TO THE ALUHINUM.BANDS (ITEH '5). PE3CEED WITH CYI, INDRICAL
WRAPPI NG.
i O tO., WHILE WRAPPINGe CUT FOIL AND _3t.ASSWITH JNSULATION CUTTING •
i TOOL ($1)-21) SEPARATELYAS THE HATERIAL COMES IN CONTACTWITH
THE TRJ_NSlTION JOINTS. TAPE FOIL OVERLAP ON EITHER SlOl_ OF
i THE CUTOUT WITH ITEM 9.| " .
1 11. EVERY IO LAYERS_,MEASURE THICKNESS OF .INSULATION. ADJUSTBAND TENSION TO TERMINATE 70 LAYERS AT ONE INCH THICKNESS.
4,*m
';i 17.. IF k VARIATION IN BAND TENSION IS REQUIRED TO HAINTAIN REQUIRED
LAYER DENSITT, THE ADJUSTMENT SHOULD BE HAD[ GRADUALLYWHILE
THE TANK iS ROTATING.
I!It 13. HAINTAIN CLOSE CHECK oN BANOWIDTH SO THAT TOTAL TRACKING
I VARIATION IS PLUS OR MINUS ONE-QUARTER INCH, . •
,ll;i 1#,.. 00 "NOTR[VERSE ROTATION OF TANI_ WHILE INSULATING,
:_1 15. ALWAYSHAINTAIN TENSION ON THE ALUMINUM BANDS,
} 16. UPONCOMPLETIONOF 70 LAYERS.CUTa_SS lOLLS (ITr_ts 2. 3, _Rk)
,i AND TAPE TO PREVENT UNWRAPPING. DO NOT CUT ALUMIMIRI ROLLSj BANDS.!
17. P,AK[ 1-1/2 *TURNS, CUT Ft)tL ROLL (ITEM 1} ONLY AND TAPE (ITEM 9)
TO OUTSIDE LAYER OF ALUMINUMFOIL.
l(_) 18, PAINT FIVE FEET OF EACH ALUHfNUM BANO (ITEM 5) ANDCORRESPONU!NG
.1 x'" CIRCUIqERENTIAL SECTION OF PRECEEDING BAND LAYER WITH ADHES,IV[,
i :,
I
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I
i"). ROTATE TttE TANK TO APPLY,.THE PAINTED BANDS (ITEH 5) UNDER
TENSION. {
ZO. ALLOW ADHESIVE TO SET FOR ONE HOUR_ BUT HAINTAIN BAND TENSION
_i_ AT ALL TIMES WHtLE SO DOING,
2t; AFTER ADHESIVE HAS SET, CUT BANDS AT TANK AND TAPE (ITEM 9)
II. TO PRECEEDING BAND LAYER,
22. AFTER INSULATION OF CYLINDRICAL PORTION IS COMPLETED, LOCATE
PROTRUSION CUTOUTS FROM REFERENCEPOINTS ON TANK HEAD.
2E. CUT OUT PROTRUSION HOLES IN INSULATION AS PER SO-3, k, 5 & 8.!!
|l D. BOTTOMHEAD INSULATION
iI 1. REMOVEWRAPPING FIXTURE FROM HEAD AND SUPPORT TANK FOR "HEAD
,® D1SK APPL I CATI ON,
! 2. PLACE HEAD DISKS ON A CONVENIENT TABLE, .t
3- PER SD-7; ATTACH THE MOLECULARSIEVE CONTAINER, (ITEM 11) TO
l THE TANK AND F:LL WITH IOO GRAMSOF MOLECULARSIEVE (ITEM 12)
_ AFTER THE FIRST LAYER OF INSULATION IS IN PLACE.
|i_ _. INTERLEAVE HEAD DISKS TO CYLINDRICAL INSULATION, APPLY TAPE(ITEM 9) AS NEEDleD. CARE MUST BE TAKEN'THAT ALTERNATE'LAYERS
OF FOIL DO NOT CONTACTEACH OTHER.lr
|| 5. AFTER HEAD DISKS ARE INSTAl.LED, COVER HEAL W_oTHFINAL DISK
:" OF FOI L ONLY
3I:,:,l E. TOP HEAD INSULATION ,el-
;
!_ ]. PLACE HEAl3 DISKS. CUT PER SO-1 ON A CONVENIENT TABLE.
2. INTERLEAVE HEAD GISKS TO CYLINDRICAL INSULATION BEGINNING
4
:ill WITH DISKS WiTH 23-1/2 DIAMETER HOLES. APPLY. TAPE (ITE/_ 9)AS NEEOED.., CARE MUST BE TAKEN T AT ALTERNATE'L Y RS OF
"C •
._ FOIL DO NOT CONTACTEACH OTHER.I
*;1"1 3. AFTER HEAD DISKS ARE INSTALLED, COVER HEAD WITH FINAL LAYER
OF FOIL ONLY.
I F. MANHOLECOVER INSULATION PANEL
i 1 USING C CLAMPS, CUU4P A 38 INCH DIAMETER DISK OF LEAD MYLARj,
, (ITEM 6) BETWEEN IYF,MS 25 AND 28 WITH CLAMPS SPACED ABOUT
; TWO INCHES APART.
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2. EVACUATE UNDERSIDE OF DISK.
E"_ 3. WHEN THE LEAD MYLAR (ITEM 6) HAS STRETCHED TO THE "BOTTOM OF il
_w,,j THE FORM, HEAT TO 150°F IN AN OVEN FOR 1 HOUR.
_. BREAK BACK THE VACUUMAND UNCLAMP THE FORMEDDISK,
5. REPEAT STEPS 1 THROUGH4 FOR A SECONDDISK OF LEAO MYLAR_
( ITEM 6).
6, CUT A 1-3/_ INCH DIAMETER HOLE IN THE CENTER OF ONE OF THE
DISKS FOR AN EVACUATION PORT.
7. USING LIQUID ADHESIVE (ITEM 57) HEAT SEAL THE EVACUATION
PORT, (ITEMS 51 AND 52) TO THE INSIDE SURFACE OF THE LEAD "
MYLAR DISK USING HAND IRON PER $0-9.
, 8. CUT DISKS OF ITEMS 1 AND 27 AS INDICATED ON SD-._. l
iI
9. SUPPORT THE LE&D MYLAR DISK CONTAINING THE EVACUATION PORT ]
I AND LAY IN 70 LAYERS OF ITEMS 1 AND 27 AS INDICATED ON SD-9.
10. APPLY SCHJELDAHLGT-100 LIQUID ADHESIVE (ITEM 57) TO THE
FLANGE AREA AND TO THE MATING FLANGE AREA OF THE OTHER
LEAD MYLAR DISK. .:
_1 1I. ALLOW THE JOINT TO DRY FOR ONE HOUR. _"
_|i 12. PLACE THE TWO DISKS TOGETHERAND SEAL WITH THE PORTABLEHOT wJAW HEAT SEALER. THE S ALING CYCL MILL CONSeST OF THE
" APPLICATION OF 4.O PSI JAW PRESSURE ."OR S',XTY. SECONDS. THE
_1 S!XTY SECONDPERIOD IS DIVIDED INTO TWENTY SECONDS OF HEATING• AT 275°F AND FO TY SECONDSOF COOLING BY PA SING CO LING
" WATER THROUGHTHE HOT ,lAW JACKET.|
: i| G. INSULATION OF PIPING
I 1. AFTER THE ,CYLINORICAL END HEAD INSULATICNS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED,j. CUT A /_-1/2 INCH OlAMETER HOEE AROUNDEACH OF THE FOUR PIPING
_- PROTRUSIONSWITHA_t ELECTRIC CARVING KNIFE, AND CUT FOUR
" I@ SLITS TO PERMIT FOLDING BACK THE SURROUNDING INSULATION.
2. INTERLEAVE OPACIFIEO PAPER (ITEM 37) OVER EACH RADIATION
SHIELD. UNDER THE END OF EACH CUT SLIP A SMALL PIECE OF
FIBERGLASS PAPER (ITEM 2) TAKE CARE TO AVOID CONTACT
BETWEENRADIATION SHIELDS, IF NECESSARY ]'APE (ITEM 9) FOIL
I TO OPACIFIED PAPER, BUT DO NOT HAVE TAPE CROSS SEPARATORMATERIAL.
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I 3. HELICALLY WRAP TEN LAYERS OF ITEM'54 ON EACH PiPE PER SO-3. I
BEGIN THE FIRST LAYER AT THE TANK SURFACE AND HELICALLY "
WRAP IT TO A LENGI;H.OF 9 INCHES. BEGIN THE SECOND LAYER
l AT THE TANK SURFACEAND HELICALLY WRAP IT TO A LENGTH OF i9-1/2 INCHES. BEGIN EACH LAYER AT THE TANK SURFACE AND.
HELICALLY WRAP IT I/2 INCH FARTHER SO THAT THE TENTH
LAYER TERMINATES 13-1/2 INCHES FROM THE TANK'S SURFACE.
_! APPLY CELLULOSE TAPE (ITEM 9) AS REQUIRED TO HOLD IN PLACE• I
t SEE SECTION H, NOTE $. [
! H INSULATION OF STRUTS
t
| 1. CUT TWO8-1/_ INCH BY 7-1/8 INCH HOLES IN THE CYLINDRICAL i! INSULATION FOR THE STRUTS WITH THE LONGEST DIMENSIONS e
PARALLEL TO TANK AX,IS PER SO-5• |
2. INTERLEAVE OPACIFIED PAPER (ITEM 37) OVER EACH RADIATION !_
• SHIELD. UNDER THE END OF EACH CUT SLIP A SMALL PIECE i
OF FIBERGLASS PAPER (ITEM 2) TAKE CARE TO AVOID CONTACT
BETWEENRADIATION SHIELDS. IF NECESSARY TAPE (ITEM 9)
FOIL TO OPACIFIED PAPER, BUT DO NOT HAVE TAPE CROSS
SEPARATORMATERIAL
3. HELICALLY WRAP TEN LAYERS OF ITEM 54 ON EACH STRUT PER j
J so-5. FBEGIN THE SECONDLAYER AT THE TANK SURFACE AND HELICALLYWRAP IT TO A LENGTH OF EIGHT INCHES. BEGIN EACH LAYER
,_s AT THE TANK SURFACE AND HELICALLY WRAPIT TWO INCHES -,
FARTHER SO THAT THE TENTH LAYER ENOS 24 INCHES FROM THE
TANK SURFACE. APPLY CELLULOSE TAPE (ITEM _)) AS REQUIRED :
TO HOLD IN PLACE.
J I. INSULAT ION OF "A" FRAME . :
1• CUT A HOLE 10 INCHES BY 18 INCHES IN THE CYLINDRICAL/ INSULATIONANLCTRI¢CV,.  WJFEWIT.T.e
SMALLEST DIMENSION PARALLEL TO THE LONGITUDINAL TANK AXIS.
2. INTERLEAVE I_O LAYERS, OF OPACIFIED PAPER (ITEM 37) AROUND "-_'THE 10" X 18" A-FRAME CUTOUT. THESE LAYERS PROVIDE BEARING
SURFACE FOR"THE A-FRAME. BOX (ITEM lI,O).
.,($,. APPLY 25 LAYERS OF OPACIFIED PAPER (ITEM 37) ON A-FRAME BY
_ SPIRALLY WRAPPING A STRIP APPROXIMATELYt13-1/2 INCHES WIDE1 LONGITUDINALLY AROUNDTHE A-FRAN[. FOLD TOP OF EACHLLAYER !
OVER TO INSULATE TOP OF A-F,,_ME. APPLY CELLULOSE TAPE,(ITEM 9) AS REQUIRED TO MOLD-IN PLACE.
- N t °""
I
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E,. HELICALLY WRAP 15 LAYERS OF SLURRY PAPER, (ITEM 37) CUT
TO 2" WIDTH ON THE A-FRAME SUPPORT ROD, PER SDJ.,,.
I BEGIN THE FIRST LAYER WHERE THE ROD IS ATTACHED TO THE
A-FRAME AND HELICALLY WRAP IT TO A LENGTH OF 12 INCHES.
BEGIN EACH ADDITIONAL LAYER AT THE SAME POINT AND HELICALLY
WRAP IT TO A LENGTH OF 12 INCHES, APPLY CELLULOSE TAPE,(ITEM 9) AS REQUIRED.
J. FLEXIBLE JACKET FABRICATION AND INSTALLATION
I. INSTALL ONE LAYER OF 10 MIL DEXIGLAS PAPER, (ITEM IO) ON
I THE INSULATED TANK BEFORE INSTALLATION OF FLEXIBLE JACKET.
APPLY TAPE (ITEM 9) AS REQUIRED TO HOLD IN PLACE.
'_ 2. INSTALL RIGID VACUUMJACKETS ON PiPiNG AND STRUTS PER
SDeS 3 AND"5. ..
_ 3. FABRICATE THE FLEXIBLE JACKET SECTIONS (ITEM 6) PER SD_S dim,
13, 1/_, 15 16AND 22. INSTALL THE TWOFLEXIBLE JACKET
t SECTIONS, _ITEM 6) OF SD-22 ON THE TANK PER SD-Ig. ONE
:1 JACKET SECTION REQUIRED FOR EACH LOWER SUPPORT STRUT.
, ASSEMBLY O-RING FLANGES PER SD-5 WITH MACHINE SCREWS
i (ITEM 53) TO HdLD JACKET SECTIONS IN PLACE.
_. INSTALL THE TWOFLEXIBLE JACKET SECTtONS (ITEM 6) OF SO-14
J ON TH( TANK PER SD-19. ONE JACKET SECTION REQUIRED FOR
! EACH CYLINDRICAL PIPE CONTAINED BETWEENTHE TWO LOWER SUPPORT
: STRU't'S. ASSEMBLE "0" RING FLANGES, SO-3, WITH HACHINE
SCREWS(ITEM 17) TO HOLD JACKET SECTIONS IN PLACE.
1
5. HEAT SEAL ADJACENT JACKET SECTIO.NS OF SO-14 TO EACH OTHER
AND TO JACKET SECTIONS OF SD-22 TO FORM LAP JOINTS PER
t SO-19.
;. 6. FORM HEAT SEAL LAP JOINTS BY APPLYING SCHJELDAHL GT-IO0
| ' LIQUID ADHESIVE (ITEM 57) TO ONE INCH STRIPS OF EACH SECTION
TO BE JOINED ALLOW TO DRY FOR ONE HOURi THEN FOLD ONE: " k
., SECTION UNDER THE OTHER AND SEAL WITH A HOT JAW SEALER AS
| SHOWNBELOW.
HEATED JAW
HOT JAW-'--'-_._" "
.SEALER... _ C:..__ADH E$IVE _,
tiI ' ""_"_ Y///?:"-_-__- JACKET /
I kI - .__-_--__- __ _ ..... ,,,,. i
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J. 6. CONT.
i THE HEATED JAW OF THE HOT JAW SEALER HUS1 r _ E APPLIED TO
' THE JOINT AS SHOWNIN THE SKETCH. SEALING PROCEDURE IS
THE S_,_ AS DESCRIBED IN SECTION F, NOTE 12.
+ 7. INSTALL FLEXIBLE JACKET SECTIONS (ITEM 6) OF SD-16 ON THE
I_ TANK PER SD-19. ONE JACKET SECTION REQUIRED FOR EACH
REMAINING CYLINDRICAL PIPE. ASSEMBLE O-RING FLANGES, SO-3,
:_ WITH _(.HINE SCREWSw(ITEH 17) TO HOLD JACKET SECTIONS IN, PLACE. HEAT EAL JACKET SECTIONS T THOSE OF D,,.22 ALREADY
ON THE TIU_IKPER SD-19.
t
_ 8. HEAT SEAL SECTIONS TOGETHERTO FORM LAP JOINTS PER NOTE 6
s! OF THIS SECTION.j
_! 9. 19.INSTALL FLEXIBLE JACKET SECTION OF SD-15, ON THE TANK PER SO,.,
+ !NOTE= FLEXIBLE ,JACKET(ITEM 6) MUST BE ASSEMBLED TO-'---" A-FRAME BOX ASSEMBLY (ITEM _O) OF $0-8, BEFORE
|l INSTALLATION ON TANK. HEAT SEAL JACKET SECTIONOF S0-15 TO JACKET SECTIONS SD-16 PER S0-19.
j_ 10. HEAT SEAL SECTIONS TOC-ETHERTO FORM LAP JOINTS PER NOTE+ 6 OF THIS SECTION.
-I 11. INSTAbL SUPPORTROD VACUUM JACKET PER SO-12.
12. RIGIDLY SUPPORT TOP END OF CYLINDRICAL FLEXIBLE JACKET WITH
."i CLAMPING FIXTURE PER SD-20, BEND THE TWO INCH SECTION OF
_i_ FLEXIBLE JACKET EXTENOIN6 PAST THE CLAMPING FIXTURE OUT-"
q WARDOVER THE CLAMPING FIXTUREANDPERMANENTLYFORMIT iNTO
A 90 e ANGLE BY PAS_iNG A HOT HAND IRON OVER IT.
13. REPEAT STEP 12 FOR THE BOTTOMEND OF' THE CYLINDRICAL FLEXIBLE
' JMCKET.
,!
14. CUT AWAYPI,_TI.C SMEET. COVERII_G MANHOLEgiMI,NIMG, SEOTI.O_'.A,
NOTE ,_,,,¢, LEAVING SECTION OVER CLE,t_O JOINT INTACT.
| 15. LIFT RII_4AtNING PLASTIC SHEET COVER AND VISUALLY INSPECT
CL'E'ANEOJOINT ARF._k., IF JOINT IS SATISFACTORY, REMOVE
| REMAINDER OF PI_ST 1C COYER,
I! ....
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g]G. CLEAN J'V_d_HOLEFLANGE FOR ADHESIVE JOINTS,
Q A. PER SD-6 WIPE THE TANK SURFACE CLEAN WITH
METHYL-ETHYL KETONE.
B. PREPARE ETCHING SOLUTION COMPOSEDOI_ THE FOLLOWlNGt
SULFURIC ACID 10 PARTS BY WEIGHT
SODIUM D I CHROMATE k PARTS BY WEI GIlT
DEIONIZED WATER 30 PARTS BY WEIGHT
MIX SUFFICIENT CAB-O-SIL'OR BARIUM SULFATE WITH
:_ THE ETCHING SOLUTION TO FORM A PASTE THAT WILL NOT
FLOW FROM THE SURFACE. APPLY THE ETCHING PASTE
TO THE ALUMINUM SURFACE AND LEAVE THE ETCHANT IN
i CONTACTWITH THE SURFACE ABOUT FORTY MINUTES
STIRRING OCCASIONALLY.
t -i C. RINSE THE ETCHANT FROM THE METAL SURFACE WITH
DEIONI ZED WATER AND 0RY THROUKHLY. COVER THE
ETCHED SURFACEWITHA LIGHT PLASTIC SHEET 2J1-1/2"
t DIANETER AND TAPE' SECURELY TO THE TANK TO PREVENTr.o o,.,. Do.OT'T,,EO,..,L,
l ! CURING AGEN'r. APPLY THE ADHESIVE (ITEM 13) TO THE TANK
PER $D-13 AT A THICKNESS OF 0.007 INCHES. 'I
I | 19. WIPE THE FLEXIBLE JACKET SECTION TO BE JOINED TO THE
TANK WITH HETHYL-ETHYL KETONE AND ATTACH TO THE ADIPRENE
i __ ADHESIVE JOINT AND CURE BY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING CYCLES8CYCLE A -]
_| STEP 1 - CURE 2k HOURS UND[,R 2 PSi PRESSURE.
• INSTALL ANNUL&R RING 21 INCH DI:/_TER
| BY 23 INCH DIETER OF POLYSTYRENE
is_i FO,AMSHEET CITEM ._9) INSTALL COLDJOI.TcuRi.GF,XT,_'RE.DwG.A-6129',7
_i, .._,.... OvERANNULARRa:_;.COAOCUAI._FaXTURe:wiT._4o_w_j_TTOACHieVE2 'PSI PRESSURE.
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CYCLE A . (CONT.)
STEP 2 - REMOVE CURING FIXTURE AND CURE 24
: HOURS AT ROOM TEMPERATURE AND
J AMBtENT PRESSURE,
STEP 3 - CURE 2k HOURS AT 160°F.
ALTERNATE CYCLE B -
_ STEP 1 - CURE 2_ HOURSUNDER 2 PSI PRESSURE
AS IN CYCLE A.
i _ STEP 2 - REMOVECURING FIXTURE AND CURE SEVENDAYS AT AHI_IENT PRESSUREAND TEMPER-
' I ATURE
20. APPLY SCHJELDAHL GT-IOO LIQUID RESIN (ITEM 57) TO THE
J FLANGE AREAS OF THE TOP HEAD AND THE CYLINDRICAL PORTION. ..ALLOW THE ADHESIVE TO DRY FOR .ABOUT ONE HOUR. t
21,, USING THE PORTABLE HEATER SEALER_ MAKE A TEE JOINTBETWEENTHE TOP HEAD JACKET. ND THE CYLINDRICAL PORTION.
USE THE NEAT SEALING CYCLE OF NOTE 12 SECTION "F".
t
I 22. REPEAT STEPS 17, 20 AND 2-1 FOR THE BOTTOMHEAD FLEXIBLEJACKET.
m
I 23. INSTALL MANHOLECOVER .INSULATION, SD-9, PER SO-19.
l '24. ATTACH ANNULAR'RING OF ADIPRENE INPREGNATED NYLON CLOTH,(I EMS 13 AND 23) TO ORM A LAP JOINT WITH MANHOLE8OVER| JACKET AND TOP HEAD JACKET.P_R S0-6 AND MSFC SPECIFICATIONS.
i K. EVACUATI ON PROCEDURE
_| 1. PURGE,THE INS IDE OF "THE 105" DIAMETER TANK WITH Ai R OR
_ NITROGEN AT "175°F,.FOR 2k HOURS PRIOR TO STARTING EVACUATIONAND CONTINUE PURGE THROUGHOUTTHE"EVACUATION.
il I
_| 2. COMPRESSIONOF THE FLEXIBLE VACUUM JACKET, ITEM 6.
t A. THROTTLE THE PUMP AT ONLY ONE EVACUATION PORT TO
MAINTAIN NO MORE THAN 50, HM HG/MIN. EVACUATION RATE.
| B. PUMPLINTIL THE PRESSURE IN THE INSULATION HAS
t| DECREASEDAPPROXIMATELY 50 NH HG. _...
_1 ..............
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.3. REMOVALOF NON-CONDENSIBLES
PUMP AT ALL FOUR EVACUATION PORTS AT MINIMUM MANIFOLD
PRESSURE TO DECREASE THE PRESSURE IN THE FLEXIBLE JACKETED
SYSTEM TO THE 20 TO 30 HH HG. RANGE.I
k. REMOVALOF WATER VAPOR NOT PREVIOUSLY BAKED OUT
PUMP AT MINIMUM MANIFOLI_ PRESSUI_ETO REMOVE THE WATER
VAPOR.
5. F INAL EVAUCATION
PUMP AT MIN.IMUH MANIFOLD PRESSURE TO EVACUATE TO
APPROXIHATELY 0.1 MH HG.... ,.,
L. LEAK LOCATION PROCEDUREFOR THE v_,EXIBL [ JACKETt
THESE PROCEDURESSHOULD BE USED IN COt_JU;-" 3N WITH THE OPERATION
t| AND MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS IN THE LEAK ucfECTOR HANUAL.
1. PUT VALVE IN SYSTEM.
_ 20 PLUG HOSE ABOVE VALVE
| LEAK T_ESTVALVE STEM AND TUBE CONNECTIONS, HOSE FITTINGS,' COMPOUNDGAUG AND FITTINGS.
II
OPEN INLET VALVE IN'(O OIATRON TEST CHAMBERUNTIL CHAMBER
l| PRESSURE REACHES 1 TO'2 X 10-4 HM HG.
3. CONNECT HOSE ABOVE VALVE TO TANK.
(I l_. PUMP DOWNIN ACCORDANCEWITH PUMPOOWNINSTRUCTIONS.
_11 5. DURING PUMPOOWN,ROUGHLEAK TEST THE FLEXIBLE JACKET.
START AT THE TOP {HELIUM FLOWS DISTINCTLY UPWARDBECAUSE)
11 OF ITS LIGHT WEIGHT RELATIVE TO A!R).It
. PAY PRIMARY ATTENTION TO JOINTS, ESPECIALLY THOSE WITH
t [ CREASES BUT ALSO JET HELIUM OVER THE OPEN AREAS .OF THE
CASI NG.
tII "
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5. (CO_T.)
USE BRIEF ,JETS OF HELIUM ONTO THE _,REA IN QUESTION WITH
THE JET TIPPED UPWARDINSOFAR AS POSSIBLE, AFTER EACH
BRIEF JET ONTO THE CASING RELEASE THE.JET BUTTON AND
PULL THE JET UP AND AWAYFROH "/'HE TANK,
6, WHENHELIUH BACKGROUNDBUILDS TO OVER 60 PER CENT OF THE
I0 SCALE AT 1 X 10,,4, JET _ NITROGEN GAS ONTO"ALL SUSPECTED
LEAK.,_REAS TO REDUCE BACKGROUND,
7. WHEN LEAKS ARE 'LOCATEDpREPAIR ,IHHEDIATELY BY APPLYING A 20-80
SOLUTION OF ARHSTRONGA-12 TWOPART, EPOXY ADHESIVE, ITEH 56
AND CHLOROTHENE.SOLVENT LIBERALLY.
t
8. AS LEAKS ARE REPAIRED AND THE'VACUUH PRESSUREDECREASES, THE
" ,TESTING SYSTEH WILL BECOHE HORE.SENSITIVE. THUS, RETEST OF
PREVIOUSLY TESTED AREAS HAY BE USED FOR NORE SENSITIVE OR
MORE ACCURATELOCATION OF LEAKS.
)
H. FINAL LEAK TEST - IO5 IN. FLEXIBLE JACKETED TANK
t 1. REQIJIREHENTS FOIl INITIATING FINAL"rEST
i .ss",'...2ooo,,, - l,
l 2. EQUIPHENT • . ")
:l A. HELIUN MASS SPECT.RONETERLEAK DETECTOR.
_: -'I B. CALIBRATED LEAK (IO-9 TO 10 -6 STP CC/SEC. RANGE)
_ C. ENVELOPE TO SURROL_iDTANK "- PREFERABLY HINII4UN
- 1 VOLUNE I_OR HELIUR GAS CONSERVATION.
,_._._ II TEST PROCEDt'JRE
.!;..; NOTE - THE PROCEDURESFOR STARTUP, KI, INTENANCEj AND OPERATION
""-- OF'THE LEAK DETECTOR ARE NOT MITHIN THE".teOli_' tF Tills
_ l LEAK TEST PROCEDURE. LEAK DETECTORSTAIITUP, HAINTEN-
' ANCE, AND OPERATION SHOULD BE PERFORHEOACCORDING TO THE
II MANUALS SUPPLIED WITH THE LEAK DETECTOR,t,ND OTHER
i PROCEDURESAS REQUIRED.
11 1. STARTUP AND PEAK THE DETECTOR.
L '2. RECORDTHE SC!!4.E READING OF THE CALIBRATED LEAK.
_i_' _,,,,,,; ":-_ --=:- ....- : !""-'" _ !_,_v' ' _
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I 3. TEST THE GAS IN THE VOLUME UNDER THE JACKET TO BET&RHINE
I A ZERO REFERENCE MOLE PER CENT HELIUM. (IF NECESSARY, A
HIGH HELIUM BACKGROUNDMAY BE ZEROED OUT ELECTRONICALLY.
THIS IS NOT GENI£RALLYRECOMMENDEDBECAUSE OF CONTROL
PROBLEMS.)
I A. OPEN THE THROTTLE VALVE T,O THE OIATRON CHAMBEROF
THE MASS SPECTROMETERSUFFICIENT TO MAINTAIN 1.0
X 10-& MM HG. IN THIS MANIFOLD.
I B. READ AND RECORDTHE NEEDLE DEFLECTION. (FOR PURPOSESOF COMPARISON,,FULL SCALE ON THE X I SCALE MAY 'BE TAKEN
i_ AS ONE UNIT, THUS FULL SCALE ON THE X3 WILL BE 3 UNITS,FULL SCALE ON THE X10 WILL BE.,IO, ETC,) THIS READING
i WILL BE THE ZERO READING.FOR THE F.INAL LEAK TEST.
/¢. CLOSE ALL PUMPS OFF F'ROMTHE VACUUMVOLUME.
5, FILL THE AG SURROUNDINGTHE LEXIBLE JACKET WITH HELIUM GAS.
i RECORDTHE TIME THAT THE FILLING IS INITIATED AND THE TIMETHE BAG IS F LLED WITH HELIUM, I.Eo HELIUM SURROUNDS HE
_ FLEXIBLE JACKET.6. FOR 12 MINUTES AT TWO MINUTE iNTERVALSs dr
A. OPENTr,,-. IO5' IN. TANK VACUUM SYSTEM SHUT OFF VALVE,
B. OPEN THROTTLE VALVE INTO THE DIATRON TO 1 X IO-E
t414HG. MANIFOLD PRESSURE.
C, .DL_,IT 30 SECONDS,.
Do RECORD INDICATOR READING.
E. RECOROTANK PRESSURE.
F. CLOSE THROTTLE VALVE AND 105 IN. TANi_ VACUUM SYSTEM SHUT
OFF VALVE.
7. OPEN VALVES TO PUMPING SYSTEM.
N. INSTALLATION OF INSULATION SUPPORT SPRINGS.
1. AFTER THE FLEXIBLE JACKET HAS BEEN EVACUATEDAND LEAK TESTED
INSTALL THE TOP SUPPORT.SPRINg"SYSTEM,AS PER 0-612721 AND
.. $D-23.
2. WRAP TWO LAYERS OF ITEM 6, 3" WIDE OVER THE INSULATION BAND,
ITEM ,5 & 5.
•ll_i'_W;" mDm., umlo
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3. LOCATE THE FOUR PAIRS OF SPRINGS 90 = APART OVER 1;HE INSULATION
BANDS_ ITEM 4 & j_ IN LINE WITH THE EXTERNAL PIPES AND WITH
THE NARROWSTRAP,ASSEMBLY, ITEM 61._ PLACED OVER THE UPPER
FLANGE OF THE "A" FRAME BOX ASSEMBLY, ITEM kO.
/_. COMPRESSONE PAIR OF SPRINGS TG 42 LBS. TENSION.
5. COMPRESSTHE OPPOSITE (180 ° AROUNC THE TANK) PAIR OF SPRINGS
TO 8k LBS. TENSION.
6. COMPRESSONE OF THE OTHER PAIRS OF SPRINGS TO 126 LBS. TENSION.
7. COMPRESSTHE OPPOSITI_ PAIR OF SPRINGS TO 168 LBS, TENSION,
8. CARE MUST BE TAKEN NOT TO TEAR DR PUNCTURE THE FLEXIBLE JACKET.
9,, REPEAT STEPS 1 AND 2 FOR THE BOTTOMSUPPORT SPRING SYSTEM,
10, FOR THIS SYSTEH LOCATE THE FOUR PAIRS OF SPRINGS 90 ° APART
OVER THE INSULATION BAND ITEMS _ & 51 WITHONE PAIR IN LINE
WiTH THE "A" FROME BOX ASSEMBL.Y, ITEM /lO, "" .-'
11. LOCATE THE TWONARROWSTRAP ASSEMBLIES,, ITEM 61p OPPOSITE
THE 11#0 STRUTS,
12. REPEAT STEPS 4o THRU 8.
'V
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IT_._ PARTOR MATERIAl. AND DESCRIPTION PURCHASEMO. CODE NO. ORDER
1 FOIL, 0.00025" THK., X WIDE, PLAIN, S(
ANNEALED, AA-1!45-O ALUMINUM, 1OO# ROLL COILED
ON 3" i.D. NON-RETURNABLEREEL
2 106 HICRO GLASS FIBRE PAPER, ON 3" OIA. CORE,
WIDE, THICKNESS OF PAPER TO BE CONTROLLED
AS CLOSE TO 2 MILS AND WEIGHT AS CLOSE TO 1,4
GRAMSPER SQ. FT. AS POSSIBLE, MAXIMUM _,OCEPTABLi
._ THICKNESS ) MILS, MAXIMUM ACCEPTABLE WEIGHT 2.!
GRAMSPER SQ. FT.,_C.H. DEXTER & SON INC.,
WINDSOR LOCIK.'_ co_.
3 06 MICRO GLASS FIBRE PAPER, ON 3" DIA. CORE,'
_" WIDE, THICKNESS Or: PAPE' ,'_ BE CONTROLLED
IAS CLOSE TO 2 MILS PHD WEiGh" ; CLOSE TO 1.4
,_ JGRAMSPER SQ. FT. AS POSSIBLE, MAXIMUM ACCEPTABLI
1 _THICKNESS 3 MILS, MAXIMUM ACCEPTABLEWEIGHT 2.1
., _GRAMSPER SQ. FT., 64" WIDE, C.H. DEXTER & SON
IINC., WINDSOR [_1<,.5_ ¢,O_t_.t 'g HICRO GLASS FIBRE PAPERj, ON 3" DIA. COLOR,
WIDE AND APPROXIMATELY 10K O.O., THICK-
NESS OF PAPER TO BE CONTROLLEDAS CLOSE AS POS..BLE TO 2 ElLS AND WEIGHT-AS CLOSE TO 1.l_ GRAMS :
• ,.. sQ AsPoss,.t. ACC.'rA.LET.,CK-
MILS, MAX. ACCEPTABLE"NEIGHT 2.1 GRAMS "
j FT., ¢.H. DEXTER & SON INC., WINDSOR
COl_ 14 "
i ' !
i 5 ALUMINUM FOIL,, 0.002" THICK, 1-3/4" WIDTH, PLAIN
AA-1145-H-19 ALLOY, COILED ON 3" I.D., STEEL , ,J
.i CORE, 63 LB. OF ALUMINUM FOIL PER ROLL '
!
_a LAMINATE I MIL FIYL,_R - 0.8 M|L LEAD - I MIL ,_
MYLAR X 56 INCHES WIDE, LEAD THK. 0.8 MIL .+tO'%, i
¢;_PS BETWEENSEAMS, LEAD ALLOY - 4-1/2% TIN,/
ANTIMONY, 92-1/2" LEAO; G.T. SCHJELOAHL CO., !
NORTHFI ELD, MINNESOTA :_
I 7 105" DIA. LIQUID CONTAINER - NASA-MSFC "_
t 8 _.__.iV_AOHF,,,,_IVE. EG.-2_,,IO _. MINNESOTA
HIN_NG & MFG. CO., ST. PAUL, _INNESOTA
J
9 TAPE, ]/4" WIDE, SCOTCH CELLULOSE, TRANSPARENT,i 1296" PER ROLL MINNESOTA MINING & MFG. CO., .-
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA
_"_-_[""" ....- ........." : I" ,,m=---- ,
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NO. CODENO. FOR MATERIAL AND,DIIS¢I_IPTION II_JRCHAM[ REVON| OI_DIIR11_ LET'
• ........ " - - _ ........ I
10 IOO OEXIGLAS PAPER. 50" WIDE ROLL, O.OIO5'* THKo
I FT. .*,0008" UNOER8 PSI, I/Z'TO 3_4 HICRON FIBEI_S
8_,_ BOROSILICATE GLASS, O.O121, ,+O.OO12 LBS/$Q.
FT., C.H. DEXTER & SON INC.
I
11 C-612823 1 MOLECULARSIEVE C.0.0.0.0HTAINi_
.°
i 12 1OO #SA MOLECULARSIEVE, 1/1_" O!A. PELLETS UNION
CARBIDE CORPORATION. 270'PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK
17, NEW YORK
i
I) 1 ADIPRENE L-IOO ADHESIVE E.I.C_POt_'T _,,E. t',_Et_OLt_S ,6,
PT. _ CO.)INC. _e,/IL..Mii',_;TOI',4) DEL.."i
lk B-612651 4. TUBE ASSEMBLYo PIPE JACKET
16 A-612653 k. FLANGE, PiPE ,JACKET• UPPER ,
17 2t6 MACHINE SCREW_ROUND HD,., #10-_Jt AM, STD, COPPER
S1LI CON IlROIIZE MS-90• 7/16" LG,
18 _ _0" RING, 5._.,_ I.D. X'0.139" WALL X ._.G_?" E_
O. D. • V I TON o_N PARKER.I_2-25i!_
19A-628O FLANGE AOAPT'ER, PIPE "JII(:KET
20 _,. "0" RING 4._._4 m I,O. X 0,139 n WALL X '4.Sl _-" O.0. E
VITON nan, PARKER #2,,244
21 B-612869 '2 STRUT JACKET ASSEMBLY
22 A-612659 2 FLANGE• "STRUT JACKET,' UPPER
23 I TWO PLY NYLON CLOTH, SN69ES, TYPE 2, MiL-C.-k479
WELLINGTON SEARS• ATLANTA, GA.
2At 2 nOn RtNG, 11._8i_" I.D. X O.139" WALL, X 11.762"
O.D. VITON °_Aq_ PAEKER #2-277
25 A-6128_0 I MANHOLEEVACUATION FORM |
OVIMmolk, fl'lr_l_ II ,,,Il, I V
u_o
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ITEii i PART OR " MATERIAL AND DESCRIPTION PURCHASE IIEV
NO. CODE NO. ONE OliDeill LILT1.
2"71 1 #106 MICRO G.t,:ASSFIBRE PAPER, ON 3It DIA. CORE
I ROLL IN 50 LB. ROLLS, 8iT" WIDE, THICKNESS OF.PAPER
TO BE CONTROLLEDAS CLOSE TO 2 MILS AND WEIGHT
AS CLOSE TO 1.il GR._d'4$"PER SQ. FT. AS POSSIBLE
i MAXIMUMACCEPTABLE THICKNESS 3 MILS, MAXIMUM
ACCEPTABLEWEIGHT 2.1 GRAMSPER SO_ FT., C.H.
DEXTER & SON !;._C., WINDSOR __, Cot,)i._. .
28 1 PLATE, 1/_" THK., 38" O.D. X 35" I.D., ALUMINUM
29 16 MACHINE SCREW, ROUNDHD., #10-24"AM. STD. STAIN-
LESS STEEL, 5_16 tt LG,
t
l 30 I 1 "O" RING, 3.359" I.D, X O,139 M WALL X 3.637"
O.D. Vl TON "A", PARKER #2-237
31 B-,I/29i## 1 SV#_P_; " ,_'0_ .,4,Bill"E;" ,45_A4_L
i, L " " !32 i l::_' '4. _'_--LLC'_-;-._LVI
! 3lii ._;E_ -_ "-'" ' C
l t
,;
36 l FACE SHEET, ,OO8'* THK. X 11.O0" l 5.70", 5456
ALUMi NUN e
37 t ._O_ilALUMINUMOPt'IGff'IEOPAPER,>_.5 GRAHS/F'T2 IN A,
ROLL ROLLS 24" WIDE, IOOO LINEAR r'T; PER ROLL ON 3" I="
"i D.IA,, CORE, C.H..OEXTER & SON INC., WINDSOR
38 1 "0" RING, Ig.ClSS " I.D. "X Q_21D" WALL X 1'7._7,._ E
O.O. ,=VITON Jill', PARKER#_-_llii,
' 39 : B-6126921 1 FLANGE "A" FRAME
I ! II IIIIIO i C,=61,_,, 'i Bi]IX ASSEMBLY A F'R,l,_di_ ;
...... I] I III I I ........... I
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ITE/4 PAR1" OR REQ. III,U iICfl ASE ,1ltD.
FOR MATERIAL AND OESCRIPTIOt4 IHIDER REV.
NO. ......1 CODE NO. ONE LETT
II I I .,-
r
43 _ 74 MACHINE SCREW, ROUNDHD.• #10-211 AM. STD. STAIN-
LESS STEEL, 7716" LG.
44 4 FACE SHEET• .008" THK. X 4.13" X 1.30 'N 5Jl,56
ALUMINUM
45 I FACE SHEET, .OO8" THK. X 12.OO" X 11.OO" 5456
ALUMINUM
__----_-:+-,lt_B_o
47 4 "0 t' RING, 3.859" 1.0. X 0.13.9" WALL X 11'.137 tt
O.O • VITON "A" PARKER #2-241
A-61 283948 2. FLANGE ADAPTER, STRUT JACKET
49 :¢== o F
50.I t== ................. . ' F "
51 1 TUBE, 1"5/8" O.O. COPPER, 5" LG. •
52 I SHEET, #25 STUBS GA. (O;O20"), 4" DIA.,COPP_IR,
'| 53 "_6 MACHINE SCREW, ROUND HD., #10-24 AM. STD.
S_.I/]Vg.£Ss 57"E,_"/..,/*2"z_. .
f 54 C-54._634 11 DOUBLE LAYER SI-62, 3" WIDE 'F
'. ROLIJ; .....
i 56 1 ARMSTRONGA-12, TWO PART EPOXY ADHESIVE
55
! ! PT. ARMSTRONGPROOIJCTSCO. WARSAW, IND.
I 57 I SCHJELDAHL GT-1OO LIQUID RESIN ADHESIVE G.T.
+ PT. SCHJELDAHL, NORTHFIELO, •MINN.
!_ 58iA-61291_7 I • COLD JOINT CURING FIXTURE• . ,, +++
Z _i t I=OLYS'rYRKI4E .FOkW) St4EiiiT, NO_IK_kL 1/1_T_I_... ilk, :i
I +}'+."+. '-.".
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i ITFI, I PART OR PURCHASE REV.FOR MATERIAL AND DESCRIPTION ORDER
_0. CODE NO. ONE LETT
-- " | • ,. I I q I _ . I IIII _ " I II .....
60 -612990 5 STRAP ASSEHBLY C
t
i 61 -612991 3 STRAP ASSEHBLY C
6Z A-612986 32 SPRING STOP C
t °
i 63 A-612987 8 STRIP C
! 6_ A-612988 8 STRIP C
t
! 65 A-612989 6_ ROD C
66 A'-612992 16 SPRING, CONPRESSION C
i 67 A-612993 1 BAND GUIDE C
68 A-61299_ 1 BAND GUIDE C
! 69 A-612995 1 -ADAPTER, "A" FRAHE C
i 70 A-612996 2 ADAPTER, STRUT . . C
} 71 128 HEX NUT, 0iO-32 ELASTIC STOP NUT,, STEEL C ,
-- ESNA CORP.4
J
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_ IGROUP I SHEET I - REMOVEDjAS NoTENOTE16.5AND ADDED TO SECTION -66 c.eB.l
(i SHEET ] -B SECTION F_EVNOTE 2.
SHEET 2- B SECTION REV NOTES lO & 11. I_jD "
C SECTION REMOVED NOTE ,. /);_/
t _ SHEET _- REV. NOTE lO. .,SHEET -SECT ON D REV. NOTES l, 2 & 3 z],/_ _,,_
• SECTONEREV..OTEi.
I._ SHEET 5 - SECT ON F REV. NOTES 2, 3 & 4.G 1 2 3
SHEET 6 - SECT ON H REV. NOTES I, 2 & 4.
SECT "ON i REV. NOTE ]&2. !
i SHEET 9 SECT ON J REV. NOTE 16.
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